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Abstract

This report presents a list of emerging technological solutions relevant for European Integrated
Border Management. The main objective is to contribute to Frontex’ efforts to assess challenges
and opportunities in emerging technology and science that may address operational needs of the
EBCG and enhance the management of the EU external borders. Combining their respective
expertise on border security and on technology detection and monitoring, Frontex and JRC worked
together in analysing emerging technologies and issues in science in the field of border security.
Eleven technologies were selected for analysis because of their potential impact on the field and
the scientific landscape is analysed for each of them in this report.
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Introduction

2.1 Detection of weak signals in technology for border security
Technology Foresight (TF) is increasingly part of contemporary policy-making and capacity building
strategies, and Frontex recognizes the importance of forward planning. Having a systematic
understanding of evolving technological trends and their impact on future European Border and
Coast Guard (EBCG) capabilities is of great significance for the successful implementation of
Frontex activities as outlined in the EBCG Regulation. Technology watch and technology detection
are important components of the foresight activities to be undertaken.
Frontex Research and Innovation Unit has therefore expressed its interest in using the JRC’s TIM
Analytics capacity for identifying and monitoring existing and emerging technological solutions
relevant for the support of European Integrated Border Management. The main objective would be
to assess challenges and opportunities in emerging technology and science that may address
operational needs of the EBCG and enhance the management of the EU external borders.
Combining their respective expertise on border security and on technology detection and monitoring,
Frontex and JRC are working together in analysing emerging technologies and issues in science in
the field of border security.

2.2 Methodological aspects
The TIM analytics tools, a series of data analytics tools developed by JRC, have been used to
identify emerging technologies or emerging new applications of known technologies (so-called
“weak signals”) in the field of border management. The list of emerging technologies presented in
this report is the result of a detection process ran by the JRC during the second semester of 2021
using TIM Trends(1). This software combines text mining techniques, computational capability and
data visualisation and has been specifically designed by JRC to detect weak signals of emerging
technologies or new scientific topics. Two corpus were used to run the detection process: the Scopus
collection of scientific publications (from 1996 to summer 2021) and worldwide patent applications
from Patstat (from 1996 to summer 2021), following a methodology combining text mining,
scientometrics and domain knowledge (read more about the methodology in section 14). Frontex
Research and Innovation Unit provided the domain knowledge to select the weak signals.
After the weak signal detection process itself, a dataset containing relevant documents for each of
the selected technologies was created in the TIM Technology monitoring system. This step is
important to ensure that detected weak signals are not false positive and to capture as many
relevant documents as possible about a specific technology. To this end, query searches were
designed with specific keywords to retrieve documents from scientific publications, patents and
projects under the EU framework programme for Research. The searches were made on the fields
title, abstract and keywords and, within the query, the keywords or concepts used are organised

(1)

TIM Trends is a tool of the TIM analytics suite developed by JRC. Link to TIM analytics website:
https://knowledge4policy.ec.europa.eu/text-mining/topic/tim_analytics_en
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using the operators AND, OR, NOT. Multi term concepts are searched by using quotation marks and
a proximity operator that indicates how many words apart the terms can be found.
The searches were carefully designed to improve the recall of documents and to maximise the
number of documents describing applications of selected technologies in the field of border
management.
Very few documents were retrieved for some technologies. In these cases, the search queries were
made broader to capture more documents on potential applications. This inevitably increases the
number of false positive documents retrieved and calls for careful design of the search queries.
The following technologies were selected for further analysis from the full list of weak signals
because of their potential impact on the field of border management and surveillance. The scientific
landscape is analysed for each of them.

First priority
● High Altitude Pseudo Satellites - HAPS (possible applicability: border surveillance)
● Blockchain for border control*(2) (possible applicability: border checks)
● IoT and border control* (possible applicability: border surveillance)
● Intelligent video surveillance (possible applicability: border surveillance)
● GNSS radar for maritime surveillance (possible applicability: border surveillance)
● Track while scan* (possible applicability: border surveillance)
● Underwater sensor network (possible applicability: border surveillance)
Second priority
●
●
●
●

Video synopsis (possible applicability: border surveillance)
Parafoil UAV (possible applicability: border surveillance)
Algorithmic surveillance (only for non-personal data) (possible applicability: border
checks, border surveillance)
Micro drone surveillance (possible applicability: border surveillance)

In this report, not all of the selected technologies fit the strict definition of a weak signal i.e. a
technology that is emerging and has a very low TRL (1 to 3)3. This is linked to the nature of the
exercise which aims at also detecting emerging applications of known technologies in the field of
border management.

(2) The weak signals marked with * were extracted by applying the weak signals extraction methodology on patent data.
(3) Technology Readiness Level https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/engineering/technology/technology_readiness_level
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The table below details the search queries that were used to create the datasets in TIM technology.
Table 1.List of search queries

High
Altitude
Pseudo
Satellites
Blockchain
for border
control
(pats)
IoT and
border
control
(pats)
Intelligent
video
surveillance
GNSS radar
for
maritime
surveillance
Track while
scan (pats)
Underwater
sensor
network
Video
synopsis
Parafoil
UAV
Algorithmic
surveillance
Micro drone
surveillance

topic:("high altitude pseudo satellite"~3 OR "HAPS UAV" OR "high altitude UAV"~3
OR "high altitude unmanned vehicle"~3 OR "high altitude platform station" OR
"stratospheric unmanned vehicle"~3 OR "lighter than air unmanned vehicle"~3 OR
stratollite OR stratobus OR (zephyr AND airbus) OR "QinetiQ zephyr" OR (facebook
AND aquila) OR ("Phantom Eye" AND boeing) OR (HAPS AND (drone OR "high
altitude" OR UAV)))
topic:(blockchain AND ("border control"~2 OR "border security"~2 OR "border
monitoring"~2 OR "border protection"~2 OR "border management"~2 OR "travel
document"))
topic:(("internet of things" OR iot OR "connected sensors" OR "connected actuators")
AND ("border control"~2 OR "border monitoring"~2 OR "border surveillance"~2 OR
"border management"~2 OR "border security"~2))
topic:("intelligent video surveillance"~2 OR "intelligent video surveillance"~2 OR
"smart video surveillance"~2)
topic:(("gnss radar"~3 OR "Global navigation satellite systems reflectometry" OR
"GNSS reflectometry" OR "GNSS-R") AND (sea OR maritime OR marine OR ocean))
topic:("track while scan" OR "tracking while scanning" OR "TWS radar") NOT
topic:("through wall"~2 OR prophylaxis)
topic:("underwater acoustic sensor network"~2)
topic:(("video synopsis"~2 OR "video condensation"~2 OR "video summarisation"~2
OR "webcam synopsis" OR briefcam) AND surveillance)
topic:(((parafoil OR "para foil") AND "Unmanned Aerial Vehicle") OR "parafoil UAV")
topic:("algorithmic surveillance"~2)NOT emm_exclass_SUBJABBR:MEDI4
topic:(("mini drone" OR "minidrone" OR "micro drone" OR microdrone OR "microdrones" OR "mini UAV" OR "micro UAV" OR "nano air vehicle" OR "micro unmanned
air vehicle" OR "nano unmanned air vehicle") AND surveillance)

2.3 Analysis of the weak signals
After the creation of the datasets, each weak signal or technology was analysed separately.
In the pages below, each weak signal is presented in the same manner. First, a brief description of
the technology and of its relevance for border management. The search and the types of
documents retrieved are then described, followed by visualisations of the main organisations and
how they collaborate, the distribution of documents per country, the top EU publishing
organisations, top patenting organisations and the top extracted keywords. The list of the most
(4) Documents about algorithmic surveillance in the medical domain were excluding by using the MEDI scopus subject area.
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relevant and recent documents is also given, with the abstract and the link to the article/patent
online when available.
A custom-built indicator called "activeness" is used to sort the datasets obtained by the text mining
process. This indicator has been used in two ways:
-

Document activeness, defined as the ratio between the number of documents retrieved for
a certain period and the total number of documents retrieved for the period 1996-2021. For
example, activeness[2019-2021] corresponds to the ratio [#documents published during the
period 2019-2021] / [#documents published during the period 1996-2021]. A high
activeness score means that a high percentage of documents have been published during
the selected period.

-

Keyword activeness, defined as the document activeness indicator but applied on keywords.
This indicator measures the number of documents where each keyword has been
mentioned over a recent period of time. For example, KWactiveness[X;2019-2021] is the
ratio [#documents with keywords X published during the period 2019-2021] / [#documents
with KW X published during the period 1996-2021]. This activeness score indicates which
keywords are the most used recently within a dataset of documents. This indicator can be
used to detect new uses of a known technology.

5
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High Altitude Pseudo Satellites (HAPS)

High Altitude Pseudo Satellites are unmanned aircrafts operating in the stratosphere at altitudes of
approximately 20 km or above. HAPS can fly high above conventional aircrafts, and they take the
shape of airships, planes or balloons and offer continuous day-and-night coverage of the territory
below. Target applications include search and rescue missions, surveillance, communications,
disaster relief, environmental monitoring and agriculture.
HAPS offer persistence and flexibility to complement satellites and drones. HAPS are particularly
useful in providing communication in remote areas lacking infrastructure or on the high seas.

3.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:("high altitude pseudo satellite"~3 OR "HAPS UAV" OR "high altitude UAV"~3 OR "high altitude
unmanned vehicle"~3 OR "high altitude platform station" OR "stratospheric unmanned vehicle"~3 OR
"lighter than air unmanned vehicle"~3 OR stratollite OR stratobus OR (zephyr AND airbus) OR
"QinetiQ zephyr" OR (facebook AND aquila) OR ("Phantom Eye" AND boeing) OR (HAPS AND (drone
OR "high altitude" OR UAV)))

Documents retrieved:1253 // Activeness documents score: 22
Figure 1. Distribution of the retrieved documents in scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and Conference
Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for High Altitude Pseudo Satellites.
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Although the activeness score for 2019-2021 is rather low (22), it appears clearly from Figure 1
that there is an increase of documents about HAPS over the last 6 years.

3.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 2. Network graph( 5) of the top 100 organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for HAPS

The network graph of organisations shows a field with a low connection level between
organisations. Two main networks can be distinguished: one centred around Xidian university (China)
and the Northwestern Polytechnical University (US), the other one centred around University of York
(UK) and Politecnico di Torino (Italy).

(5) The size of the node represents the number of documents associated to the organisation and the nodes are co-occurrence in the
same document.
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Figure 3. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for HAPS

Figure 3 shows that organisations active in the field of HAPS are mostly located in China, the US,
and Europe.

Table 2. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for HAPS
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Table 3. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for HAPS

3.3 Topic Analysis
Table 4. Top active keywords for HAPS

Table 4 shows the most active keywords in 2019-2021 i.e. the keywords that have been
mentioned more frequently over the last 3 years than overall.
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Table 5. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance in HAPS
Title

Description

Link

Year

Communication
aware uav swarm
surveillance
based on
hierarchical
architecture

Multi-agent unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) teaming becomes an essential part in
science mission, modern warfare surveillance, and disaster rescuing. This paper
proposes a decentralized UAV swarm persistent monitoring strategy in realizing
continuous sensing coverage and network service. A two-layer (high altitude and
low altitude) UAV teaming hierarchical structure is adopted in realizing the
accurate object tracking in the area of interest (AOI). By introducing the UAV
communication channel model in its path planning, both centralized and
decentralized control schemes would be evaluated in the waypoint tracking
simulation. The UAV swarm network service and object tracking are measured by
metrics of communication link quality and waypoints tracking accuracy. UAV
swarm network connectivity are evaluated over different aspects, such as stability
and volatility. The comparison of proposed algorithms is presented with
simulations. The result shows that the decentralized scheme outperforms the
centralized scheme in the mission of persistent surveillance, especially on
maintaining the stability of inner UAV swarm network while tracking moving
objects.

http://doi.org/10.339
0/drones5020033

2021

Onboard
processing concept
for maritime
surveillance
demonstrated with
DLR’s airborne
radar sensors FSAR and DBFSAR

In the paper an onboard processing concept for maritime surveillance
applications is proposed. It is suited for airborne platforms and future high-altitude
platforms (HAP). The concept uses range-compressed single- and multichannel
radar data as input and doesn’t require time consuming synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) processing as conventionally needed when it comes to ship detection with
spaceborne SAR systems. Small coherent processing intervals (CPIs) are used for
detecting and tracking the ships in range-Doppler domain. In addition to the
reduced processing requirements, the range-Doppler domain has the advantage
that even ships with small radar cross section (RCS) can be detected when they
move with a certain line-of-sight velocity so that their signals are shifted in
Doppler to the exo-clutter region. In the paper the overall processing concept is
briefly discussed and the effectiveness is demonstrated by using real radar data
acquired with DLR’s airborne radar sensors F-SAR [1] and DBFSAR [2].
HAPS (high-altitude pseudosatellites) are flight machines, airplane type, generally
without pilot which fly in a definite zone at 18-22 km altitude, providing
communication and surveillance services. These flight machines do not leave the
atmosphere, and their purpose is to maintain a constant flight level for as long
time as possible in the interest zone (e.g., five years) to fulfill their mission. HAPS
energetic system proposed in this paper has to feed the electric propulsion system
of HAPS (12.5 kW) and also to feed on-board equipment (navigation, data links,
scientific equipment, etc.). On-board energy sources have to maintain HAPS in the
interest zone for long periods. For this reason, it is used in the present solar power
sources. A part of the generated energy is consumed on board; the rest is stored
daytime and consumed nighttime. So, the system is provided with energy
generation systems and also with storage and management systems. HAPS
energetic system is a hybrid type, with two or more power sources. In this case,
power sources are photovoltaic panels are used daytime and fuel cell are used
nighttime, and also, a battery and/or a supercapacitor is used in transition periods
from day to night and in peak load periods. In this paper, an electric power system
used nighttime is designed and analysed. In this situation, the primary power
source is the fuel cell and the secondary power sources are battery and/or
supercapacitor. There are used numerical simulations models, developed in
Matlab/Simulink, for all hybrid power source components: fuel cell stack, battery
system, supercapacitors, conversion system, and fuzzy logic power management
system. For a part of these components, there are used existing simulation models
in Matlab/Simulink, adapted to these simulation requirements, and for others, there
are designed and implemented simulation schemes according to these simulation
requirements. An important component of the hybrid power source is the power
conversion system which adapts the power sources parameters to consumer input
requirements. A fuzzy logic power management system is designed.
For an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) carrying out a maritime radar surveillance
mission, there is a tradeoff between maximizing information obtained from the
search area and minimizing fuel consumption. This article presents an approach for
the optimization of a UAV's trajectory for maritime radar wide area persistent
surveillance to simultaneously minimize fuel consumption, maximize mean
probability of detection, and minimize mean revisit time. Quintic polynomials are
used to generate UAV trajectories due to their ability to provide complete and
complex solutions while requiring few inputs. Furthermore, the UAV dynamics and
surveillance mission requirements are used to ensure that a trajectory is realistic
and mission compatible. A wide area search radar model is used within this article
in conjunction with a discretized grid in order to determine the search area's mean
probability of detection and mean revisit time. The trajectory generation method is

Fuzzy Energy
Management
Scheme for a
Hybrid Power
Sources of HighAltitude
Pseudosatellite

Trajectory
optimization for
high-altitude longendurance UAV
maritime radar
surveillance
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2021

http://doi.org/10.115
5/2020/5459098

2020

http://doi.org/10.110
9/TAES.2019.29493
84

2020

Performances of
some autonomous
assets in maritime
missions

Data analytics,
machine learning
and risk
assessment for
surveillance and
situation
awareness

Time difference of
arrival for
stratospheric
balloon tracking:
Design and
development of
the STRAINS
experiment

High Altitude
Platform System
Airship for
Telecommunication
and Border
Monitoring Design
and Physical Model

then used in conjunction with a multiobjective particle swarm optimization
algorithm to obtain a global optimum in terms of path, airspeed (and thus time),
and altitude. The performance of the approach is then tested over two common
maritime surveillance scenarios and compared to an industry recommended
baseline.
The paper deals with key features of some autonomous assets, i.e., unmanned
aerial and underwater vehicles used for marine surveillance and reconnaissance
missions. Firstly, performances of Airbus Zephyr S HAPS (Solar High Altitude
Pseudo-Satellite), Tekever AR5 Life Ray Evolution and the AR3 Net Ray medium
altitude unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been analysed. Then, ECA Group
A18 and A9 autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) features have been
presented. The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) approach
is applied to position appropriately these UAVs and AUVs in the context of
maritime security operations. The need for further investigation in the field is
reveiled as well. The analysed vehicles are assets deployed with the Europen
Commission’s (EC) COMPASS2020 project and tested over European seas.
Modern surveillance networks are able to provide trajectories of all kinds for
aircrafts and vessels worldwide or at least in extended areas of the airspace or
earth surface. Best known are Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast
(ADS-B) and (Satellite-) Automatic Identification System (AIS) used in air and
maritime surveillance. Both of them are cooperative systems. Besides these
sources, sensors based on ground installations or mounted on airborne and spacebased platforms deliver object trajectories independently of any transponders. This
is done by advanced tracking and fusion algorithms generating trajectories out of
sensor measurements. Examples include GMTI radar-based systems operating on
UAV platforms or imaging systems based on high altitude pseudo satellites (HAPS)
and satellites. These surveillance systems enable a continuous extraction of midand long-term trajectories of objects. Besides the trajectory generation, the
challenge will be to place them into the right context and to provide situational
awareness. This includes the estimation of the intents of the tracked objects,
activity-based intelligence, and the determination of patterns of life. Otherwise,
even modern surveillance systems are not able to take a real advantage of the
gathered data. Therefore, trajectories are further processed by data analytics and
machine learning. Unsupervised machine learning offers techniques to cluster and
to partition trajectories, extract highly frequented routes and points of interest,
predict object movement and identify anomalous behaviour. On the other hand,
transponder and broadcast systems provide additional attributes of the tracked
trajectories. These labels pave the way for numerous supervised machine learning
methods. The derived predictors realise the determination of object types and
activities. Finally, these new data analytic techniques have to be integrated in
existing near real time surveillance systems. This requires specific system
architectures as well as a completely new software and hardware landscape. In
summary, trajectory-based data analytics, machine learning and risk assessment
are embedded on local or global clouds and use dedicated mechanisms for
distributed and parallel processing
In the recent years, an increasing interest towards enhanced and more frequent
operations at high altitudes has been demonstrated both by aerospace industry
and academics. In particular, many institutions and companies are developing the
so-called HAPS (High Altitude Platform Stations, [1] - [3] ), high altitude balloons
provided with low-thrust propulsion systems able to maintain their position over a
target. These vehicles are provided with power generation systems and are able to
perform long-term missions of weeks or even months. On the other hand,
suborbital commercial missions are close to their starting point for both touristic
and short-term scientific operations [4] , [5]. The mentioned new-generation
vehicles require to maintain a certain level of reliability in the tracking and
surveillance systems to assure their compatibility with the "conventional" air
space operations of commercial aircraft and the needed safety levels for the
conducted operations, with particular regards to manned missions.
This paper presents an accurate analysis of an innovative high altitude platform
with an unconventional ellipsoidal shape during the most critical operation. The
airship is designed accordingly to the specifications, which have been analyzed in
terms of the required CONOPS (Concepts of Operations) which are associated with
the proposed High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite (HAPS) technology and special
operations and to analyze the operational scenarios. An innovative cruiser feeder
system is defined and studied. The CONOPS includes communications relays,
support of intelligence, surveillance, target acquisition monitor "mobile targets",
and reconnaissance, including long-range ISTAR missions performed by the feeder,
combining satellite vision and HAPS vision for a forest fire, disasters, naval
accidents, maritime and ground borders. The paper realizes a multidisciplinary
analysis that allows creating the design of the HAPS, referring to both cruiser and
feeder in different operative scenarios. It is expected to produce the preliminary
basis for a future digital twin based design to generate the best possible
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Exploiting
ambiguity: The
diffraction artefact
and the
architectural
surface

Case study: Highaltitude, longendurance
unmanned aerial
vehicles (HALE
UAVs)-A perfect
first application for
lithium-sulfur
batteries

GNSS attitude
determination for
long duration HAPS
missions

configuration by mean of implementing multiphysics simulations. Structured
object-oriented design processes involve developing several different system
models and configurations. The modular design of the core modules is necessary
for both ensuring the adequate performances, the capability of satisfying the
operative necessities which have been defined by the CONOPS and fulfilling the
requirements.
In the contemporary ‘envisioned’ environment, Internet webcams, low- and highaltitude unmanned aerial vehicles and satellites are the new vantage points from
which to construct the image of the city. Armed with hi-resolution digital optical
technologies, these vantage points effectively constitute a ubiquitous visioning
apparatus serving either the politics of promotion or surveillance. Given the
political dimensions of this apparatus, it is important to note that this digital
imaging of public urban space refers to the human visual system model. In order
to mimic human vision, a set of algorithm patterns are used to direct numerous
‘soft’ and ‘hard’ technologies. Mimicry thus has a cost because this insistence on
the human visual system model necessitates multiple transformative moments in
the production and transmission pipeline. If each transformative moment opens a
potential vulnerability within the visioning apparatus, then every glitch testifies to
the artificiality of the image. Moreover, every glitch potentially interrupts the
political narratives be communicated in contemporary image production and
transmission. Paradoxically, the current use of scripting to create glitch-like images
has reimagined glitches as a discrete aesthetic category. This article counters this
aestheticisation by asserting glitching as a disruption in communication. The
argument will rely on scaled tests produced by one of the authors who show how
duplicating the digital algorithmic patterns used within the digital imaging pipeline
on any exterior building surface glitches the visual data captured within that
image. Referencing image-based techniques drawn from the Baroque and
contemporary modes of camouflage, it will be argued that the visual aberrations
created by these algorithm-based patterned facades can modify strategically the
‘emission signature’ of selected parts of the urban fabric. In this way, the glitch
becomes a way to intercede in the digital portrayal of city.
Paul Brooks is Managing Director of Prismatic. With 25 years’ experience in
defense and aerospace, he has previously held positions as Director of Earth
Observation at Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL), was the founder and
lead of the Zephyr HALE UAV Programme, and the UK lead on optical space-based
surveillance. He enjoys a significant track record of success including the World’s
only successful HALE UAV, Zephyr, the World’s first high-resolution small satellite,
TopSat, the United Kingdom’s first space-based surveillance instrument, medium
wave infrared imager (MWIR), and the United Kingdom’s highest value university
spin out, SSTL. Whilst all new battery technologies seek wide acceptance in the
automotive and consumer electronics markets, the difficulties of developing mass
production, reducing unit costs and meeting tight safety, and handling
requirements means that these markets will always take a long time to adopt step
changes. This chapter shows how HALE UAV provides an early adopter market
which can afford higher unit costs, lower cycle life and reduced handling
constraints and sets out the requirements for LiS and other novel battery
technologies.
The class of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) which operate at high altitude and
have very long flight endurance are termed as High Altitude Pseudo Satellites
(HAPS). These are being developed to carry a variety of payloads including
communications, navigation and earth observation missions. This paper considers
the needs of the Zephyr, which is the Airbus HAPS offering. To accurately
determine the location of a target at maximum range requires accurate knowledge
of the attitude of the platform. This is particularly true when there are very few
other points of reference e.g. maritime surveillance or forestry protection. One of
the driving requirements for equipment fitted to HAPS is the size weight and power
(SWaP), coupling this with the very long flight endurance which can be several
months, rules out traditional INS navigation systems. Accurate, low drift INS are
too heavy & low SWaP MEMS INS suffer from excessive drift over the flight
duration. This means that only GNSS can provide the attitude performance over the
full duration of the mission. An analysis of the maritime surveillance use case
has shown that the attitude determination requirement is in the order of 0.05°.
This is needed to sufficiently pinpoint a ships location at maximum sensor range.
The maximum practical GNSS sensor baseline available on the Zephyr HAPS under
consideration is 1m. To be able to achieve the accuracy needed means a
significant improvement in the GNSS receiver carrier performance. A block
processing approach is proposed which provides the most likely estimate of the
carrier phase over the observation period. The observation period of a block
processing algorithm can be much longer than a typical PLL loop bandwidth
thereby providing a much better estimate of the carrier phase. The block
processing approach can provide as much as 10 times more accuracy than a
conventional DLL/ PLL. In this way the accuracy needs of the HAPS can be met.
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Wireless Sensor
Network over high
altitude platform

Multiphysical
simulation of a
semi-autonomous
solar powered high
altitude pseudosatellite

Connectivity
stability in
autonomous multilevel UAV swarms
for wide area
monitoring

One of Machine Type Communication (MTC) applications is Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN). WSN is an intelligent network application system to collect,
integrate, and transmit data autonomously. Sensor nodes in WSN, communicate
over short distance via a wireless medium and collaborate to accomplish a
common task, such as enviroment monitoring, military surveillance and industrial
process control. The constraining aspect of WSN usage is the limited power of each
sensor node, so energy efficiency becomes an important issue in WSN. Routing is a
function in WSN, which consumes a substantial amount of energy. One of the
routing protocols that can increase the energy efficiency of WSN is Low Energy
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH). In this paper, High Altitude Platform (HAP) is
used to replace Base Station (BS) as sink node in WSN. HAP is designed at altitudes
of 17, 20 and 22 km. Then WSN over HAP using the LEACH routing protocol
evaluated its performance. Performance indicators that we evaluated are engergy
consumption, number of dead nodes and total average packets which is sent to
HAP. From a series of simulations conducted, the results obtained that the higher
the laying of HAP, then the coverage area will be greater. So that the energy
consumption will be smaller, the number of dead node less and the avarage of
total packet delivered to the HAP will be greater.
With advances made in the fields of energy generation from renewable sources,
airborne electrical propulsion, and autonomous system operation, much activity
has been directed towards the development of so called high altitude pseudo
satellites (HAPS) in recent years, with Zephyr (Airbus) and Aquila (Facebook) as
prominent examples. Compared to classical orbital satellites, these are designed to
require lower deployment costs and to offer a high flexibility in operational tasks
and a long mission endurance. In the project StraVARIA, the goal was to develop a
high-fidelity multiphysical simulation of such a HAPS, including a long-term
mission planner, a reactive guidance system for weather avoidance, a flight control
system with protections, a 6-DoF model with solar-electric propulsion system, and
a comprehensive environment simulation with 4-D wind and turbulence. Due to the
long mission duration, the mission planner and guidance system offer an increased
autonomy level compared to standard operator controlled UAVs, however human
input is still required for high level planning. The acausal and object-oriented
modeling language Modelica has been used to create the integrated simulation
model, enabling a modular and detailed modeling approach. By automatic code
generation and optimization, simulation efficiency is improved, which is an
important factor when considering long-term missions. Results of the integrated
simulation show that missions like area surveillance and communication relay
are possible whenever adverse weather conditions can be avoided. Ascending to
and descending from mission altitude of approximately 18 km also poses a threat
to the lightweight HAPS construction since layers of stronger winds and
atmospheric disturbance have to be passed. To this end, simulated example
missions over Bavaria are presented showcasing these effects, where mission
success is ensured by means of the long term mission planner, the reactive
guidance, and the inner-level protections implemented in the flight control system.
Many different types of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been developed to
address a variety of applications ranging from searching and mapping to
surveillance. However, for complex wide-area surveillance scenarios, where
fleets of autonomous UAVs must be deployed to work collectively on a common
goal, multiple types of UAVs should be incorporated forming a heterogeneous UAV
system. Indeed, the interconnection of two levels of UAVs-one with high altitude
fixed-wing UAVs and one with low altitude rotarywing UAVs-can provide
applicability for scenarios which cannot be addressed by either UAV type. This work
considers a bi-level flying ad hoc networks (FANETs), in which each UAV is
equipped with ad hoc communication capabilities, in which the higher level fixedwing swarm serves mainly as a communication bridge for the lower level UAV
fleets, which conduct precise information sensing. The interconnection of multiple
UAV types poses a significant challenge, since each UAV level moves according to
its own mobility pattern, which is constrained by the UAV physical properties.
Another important challenge is to form network clusters at the lower level,
whereby the intra-level links must provide a certain degree of stability to allow a
reliable communication within the UAV system. This article proposes a novel
mobility model for the low-level UAVs that combines a pheromone-based model
with a multi-hop clustering algorithm. The pheromones permit to focus on the least
explored areas with the goal to optimize the coverage while the multi-hop
clustering algorithm aims at keeping a stable and connected network. The
proposed model works online and is fully distributed. The connection stability is
evaluated against different measurements such as stability coefficient and
volatility. The performance of the proposed model is compared to other state-ofthe-art contributions using simulations. Experimental results demonstrate the
ability of the proposed mobility model to significantly improve the network stability
while having a limited impact on the widearea coverage.
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4

Blockchain for border control

A blockchain is a database in which information is stored in a distributed manner. Bitcoin virtual
money is probably the most known application of blockchains, but blockchains have also been used
to verify digital signatures of documents, to certify the authenticity of valuable goods, and to
guarantee the safety of medical supplies, among others. Blockchain technology enables to combine
novel biometric approaches, decentralized digital identity and border control environment strongly
to each other. The advantage of this is the possibility to provide new kind of data and use cases to
border control scheme in open manner while preserving privacy.

4.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:(blockchain AND ("border control"~2 OR "border security"~2 OR "border monitoring"~2 OR
"border protection"~2 OR "border management"~2 OR "travel document"))
Documents retrieved:21 // Activeness document score: 61
Figure 4. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and Conference
Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project
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The application of blockchains to the field of border management is very recent, as can be seen in
Figure 7. The small number of articles retrieved can be explained by the narrowness of the search,
which includes various keywords related to border management.

4.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 5. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for Blockchain for border
control

Figure 6. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for Blockchain for border control
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Leaders in applying blockchain to border management are clearly located in the US and in Europe.
Table 6. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for Blockchain for border control

It should be noted here that Fraunhofer does not appear in the list of organisations publishing, while
being a prominent entity in the network graph of Figure 5. This is linked to the fact that Fraunhofer
is leading two R&I projects funded under Horizon2020: “Identity management in public services”
(h2020_101004459) and “Detecting document fraud and identity on the fly” (h2020_833704).
Table 7. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for Blockchain for border control

4.3 Topic Analysis
Table 8. Top active keywords for Blockchain for border control
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Table 9. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for Blockchain for border control.
Title

Description

link

Year

Border control and
immigration on
blockchain

In this paper, we propose a system using Blockchain technology to create
a decentralized, secure, and scalable departure and arrival records of
passengers. We provide a framework using Hyperledger Fabric, for
maintaining the inter-port records of the passenger’s entry and exit into a
country as well as to facilitate gateless entry back to the passenger’s
country. We attempt to mitigate privacy and legal concerns over biometric
data storage on the blockchain. We also explore the possibility of
modifying the existing kiosks to work with the blockchain architecture at
the backend so that passengers are not required to get familiar with a
new procedure.
The raw materials industry is facing new opportunities and challenges in
the course of digitization. The settlement of the legally complex
commodity transactions involving numerous transaction partners from
the mining, engineering, legal, financing, insurance and logistics sectors as
well as state actors (border control and customs), trading partner and
other business partners is expected to develop the scope of blockchain
technology. The development is driven by the prospect of raising dormant
potentials of digitization and generating economic benefits. This is
accompanied by legal challenges. Especially the latter are outlined below.
Cybersecurity certification is a core notion to support the mitigation of
cybersecurity risks of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).
At the European Union (EU) level, the Cybersecurity Act establishes a
common cybersecurity certification framework supporting the coexistence
of different certification schemes across Member States. However, its
realization needs to be sustained by technical approaches to enable ICT
stakeholders from different sectors or countries to exchange
cybersecurity information and evaluate the up-to-date security level of an
ICT system throughout their lifecycle. Toward this end, we propose a
blockchain-based platform using a novel interledger design, where
ledgers associated with ICT artifacts, cybersecurity certificates, and
vulnerabilities are interconnected. The main purpose is to leverage the
advantages of blockchain in terms of distributed trust, transparency, and
accountability, while at the same time coping with scalability,
performance, and interoperability requirements. We analyze the impact of
our platform in the current EU legislation and provide insights for its
deployment.
Globalization 4.0 offers new scenarios for the world economy, fueled by
advanced technologies and the movement of ideas, people and goods.
Faced with this situation of dynamic disruptions, border agencies have
new opportunities to adapt their policies and business processes for
secure, efficient, and scalable border management. Therefore, blockchain
technology could help increase supply chain efficiency by providing a set
of solutions that could offer new opportunities for the different actors at
the border (information exchange, inter-agency cooperation, revenue
collection, etc.). Because of the specificity of their issues and challenges,
developing countries can exploit the potential offered by blockchain
technology for better management of the international trade
environment.
Blockchain is a promising and emerging technology that can have
immense potential to provide decentralized trust, data security and
integrity, traceability, transparency, visibility, and auditability across
various areas in the aerospace and defense industries. In this survey, we
study how blockchain features, platforms, and architectures can be
leveraged to reshape and revolutionize modern aerospace and defense
ecosystems and applications. We also provide discussion into key
blockchain complementary architectural technologies such as Oracles,
IPFS, and Filecoin. Furthermore, we discuss key opportunities and roles for
blockchain in aerospace and military applications. We investigate such
opportunities by illustrating multiple use case scenarios including
battlefield operations management, border protection, swarm assistance
for rescue operations, logistics and supply chain management. Moreover,
we compare the existing blockchain platforms to analyze their suitability
and applicability for aerospace and defense applications. Finally, we
identify and discuss several open issues and challenges for the
widespread adoption of blockchain in the aerospace and defense industry.
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Legal framework of
digitization and block
chain technology in
the raw materials
industry

An Interledger
Blockchain Platform
for Cross-Border
Management of
Cybersecurity
Information

The potential of the
blockchain for
coordinated border
management in
developing countries

Blockchain for
aerospace and
defense:
Opportunities and
open research
challenges
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Border security
check method and
system based on
blockchain technology

Detecting Document
frauD and iDentity on
the fly

Smart Trust: Secure
Mobile ID for Trusted
Smart Borders

These include latency, privacy, regulation and law, large data traffic,
smart contract security, and interoperability.
The invention discloses a border security check method and system
based on a blockchain technology. The method comprises the following
steps: configuring security stations of each region as a blockchain node of
a blockchain network; establishing a user ID by scanning the passport
information and biological feature information of a user on any
blockchain node; generating a public key and a privatekey corresponding
to each user ID, wherein the public key is kept by the security station, and
the private key is kept by the user; when the security check information of
the user is uploaded, performing double verification through the public
key and the private key; broadcasting the security check information of
the user to the blockchain network, and carrying out information sharing
with other blockchain nodes in the blockchain network; and realizing
distributed recording and distributed storage of the security check
information, so that the security check information of the security
stations in each region is mutually shared, thereby greatly improving the
security check efficiency.
The D4FLY project will augment the current capabilities and capacities of
border authorities in countering emerging threats in document and
identity verification (e.g., forged documents, impostor fraud, morphed
faces) at manual and highly automated border control points and in the
issuance process of genuine documents. The confluence of D4FLY set of
tools and systems will improve the quality of verification and reduce
major time sinks in the processes thus enabling real on-the-move border
crossing experience for travelers. Novel sensor hardware based on
advanced lightfield cameras and novel algorithms developed in the
project will enhance verification accuracy and robustness via the
combined usage of 2Dthermal face, 3D face, iris and somatotype
biometrics. Analytical means to identify known criminals based on
somatotype and 3D face data generated from mugshots and observation
data will be developed. Various operational needs of end-users with
different threat landscapes constitute the backbone of D4FLY
development efforts. D4FLY will create a resilient document verification
system that can verify a multitude of physical and electronic security
features (e.g. Kinegrams®, MLIs, CLIs), detect complex forms of electronic
fraud and advanced morphing, and identify fraud in breeder documents.
The potential benefit of blockchain technology in identity verification will
also be investigated. The D4FLY solution will consist of a border control
kiosk geared with enhanced enrolment, verification and detection
capabilities; smartphones applications for improved performance and
verification capabilities; and a non-stop on-the-move system for
biometric verification. The innovation will be validated against European
societal values, fundamental rights, privacy, data protection and
applicable legislation. Four different border control points and one
document fraud expertise center will form the project’s testing and
demonstration ground.
Smart-Trust introduces a new technological enabler for Mobile ID which
drastically increases the reliability and trust levels of identity verification
at European borders, thus increasing the security of member states. The
platform is compatible with a seamless self-service experience based on
biometrics on the move which provides freedom of movements to citizens
while ensuring their privacy safeguarded according to Privacy by Design
principles. Smart-Trust will simultaneously address the business needs of
governments, airports, airlines and border police in major pilots in the
international airports of Lisbon and Schiphol. After establishing
requirements sought by the various stakeholders, and integrating the
Smart-Trust platform into the airport and border control infrastructure,
we will define KPIs for assessing the business cases and design
experiments to measure them. Smart-Trust will be implemented by
delivering an agile, highly configurable, modular and open architecture
platform with the following robust, versatile and scalable core
components: • Mobile ID services and app, mobile identity enrolment and
verification services • TrustChain, a blockchain-based infra-structure to
assert citizen transactions in a distributed and self-regulatory fashion •
Workflow Orchestration, a workflow management component which
caters for stakeholder-driven business rules • Analytics and RiskAssessment, an industrial-strength real time analytics platform able to
deliver professional customized monitoring dashboards as well as
detecting passenger trends and anomalies. These components will be
developed as part of Vision-Box’s overarching Services Platform and
hence compatible with standard Vision-Box services such as Automated
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Border Control, including Advance Passenger Information Systems (APIS)
and Entry-Exit System (EES), and Happy Flow, the first 100% self-service
passenger processing system allowing passengers to go from curb to
boarding by simple presenting their face.
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5

IoT and Border Control

IOT (Internet of Things) is the network of physical objects or ‘things’ embedded within electronics,
software, sensors and network connectivity, which enables these objects to collect and exchange
data through the internet.

5.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:(("internet of things" OR iot OR "connected sensors" OR "connected actuators") AND ("border
control"~2 OR "border monitoring"~2 OR "border surveillance"~2 OR "border management"~2 OR
"border security"~2))

Documents retrieved:42 // Activeness documents score: 64
Figure 7. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and Conference
Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for IOT and border control
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5.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 8. Network graph of the top 100 organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for IOT and
border control

Figure 9. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for IOT and border control
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Table 10. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for IOT and border control

Table 11. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for IOT and border control
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5.3 Topic Analysis
Table 12. Top active keywords for IOT and border control

Table 13. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for IOT and border control
Title

Description

Link

Year

Exploitation of
IoTs for PMU in
Tethered Drone

This paper presents the implementation of IoT (Internet of Things) for monitoring
and control in the tethered drone PMU (Power Management Unit) system.
Traditionally, power source of a drone is from battery which causes the tradeoff
between weight and flight time. To overcome this limitation, stationary tethered
drones consume energy from a ground energy source thru light weighted power
cords. Tethered drones' benefits are ideally suited for military uses such as border
security and surveillance system, where day-night surveillance capabilities are
crucial to monitoring perimeters. It can also be used for tactical communication,
fast-deployed relay stations. Since a long operation time, monitoring and control
power onboard becomes necessary. Using extra cords for communication will
increase the airborne weight. This paper presents the exploitation of wireless IoT
system for the tethered drone PMU system. It consists of the PMU-ground constantly
delivering 4000W power to PMU-air for BLDC motors also various payloads. With
additional IoT including Raspberry Pi, NodeMCUs and sensors, users at ground
station can monitor voltage and current values in real-time, also can control MOSFET
switches connected with loads onboard via PMU touch screen monitor or smart
devices.
Many available intelligent monitoring devices and applications only perform passive
monitoring of the environment and notify the user when events occur, lacking the
integration of viable technologies. In this work, we propose a multipurpose
monitoring device that integrates cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), and
mobile applications to implement an unmanned mobile monitoring system for realtime monitoring and manipulation. The proposed system utilizes a self-balancing car
as a stabilizing vehicle and a micro video camera that records images for AI facial
tracking and recognition, combined with an infrared thermal imager to obtain
forehead temperature. The recognized results are sent to a mobile device via a live
video stream. The video stream can be recorded and images can be captured
through a mobile application and uploaded to a cloud storage for playback and
examination later. If the streamed video lacks sufficient illumination and cannot be
viewed clearly, the system can be switched to infrared thermography to capture
thermal images for monitoring the environment. The system can also be used as a
mobile body temperature detector for the detection of abnormal body temperatures
at a border control for quarantine inspections during the outbreak of contagious
diseases. Furthermore, the system is equipped with four gas sensors to detect up to
12 different kinds of gaseous substances or particulate matter so that the user can
be aware of the environmental quality around the self-balancing car. The outcome
of this work can be applied to public health monitoring, dynamic crowd monitoring at
airports and harbors, and the monitoring of hazardous or disaster-affected locations
for search and rescue to reduce the costs associated with manual monitoring and
the risk of exposure to hazards.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are well-developed technologies that were first
utilized for military applications such as border monitoring and reconnaissance in
hostile territories. With the advancement of the Internet of Things (IoT) systems and
smart mobile devices, several applications in various industrial, agricultural, smart
homes, smart cities, smart transportation, etc. domains have emerged. These
applications usually require broad coverage, high energy consumption, computationintensive processing, and access to rich data gathered by sensor devices. UAVs’
inherent features such as high dynamicity, low deployment and operational costs,
quick deployment, and line of sight communication have motivated researchers in
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Border
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AIGER An
Intelligent
Vehicle for
Military
Purpose

the IoT domain to consider UAVs integration into IoT systems toward the notion of
UAV-assisted IoT systems. In this paper, recent literature on UAV-assisted services in
IoT environments is studied. A service-oriented classification is applied in order to
categorize the presented schemes into four broad domains of UAV-assisted datarelated services, UAV-assisted battery charging, UAV-assisted communications, and
UAV-assisted Mobile Edge Computing (MEC). The literature belonging to each
category is summarized with respect to their main points. Finally, some possible
future directions are discussed to highlight the challenges associated with designing
UAV-assisted IoT systems.
The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) has escalated the sharing of information
among various smart devices many fold, irrespective of their geographical location.
Recently, applications, such as e-healthcare, farm monitoring, border security, smart
transportation, etc. have attracted wide attention from the research community.
However, as devices in the Industrial-IoT (IIoT) environment share their information
using the Internet, security issues, such as authentication, integrity, and
confidentiality of data pose various challenges to the research community for the
successful implementation of any solution. To handle these issues, several digital
signature-based schemes have been designed in the past. However, because of the
usage of the identity-based public-key cryptography (IDPKC) or certificate-lessbased public-key cryptography (CLPKC), these schemes suffer from key escrow or
secret key distribution problems. To eliminate these flaws, this article presents a
short digital signature scheme without pairing in certificate-based setting with
aggregation in IIoT environment. Besides, in IIoT environment, communication and
computational costs are also considered as imperative challenges. In this regard, the
pairing free construction, short length signature and aggregation make it a
communication and computational efficient signature scheme. The performance
comparison of the proposed scheme shows that our scheme causes less
computational overhead and takes significantly less execution time as compared to
the existing schemes, which is imperative for the resource limited IIoT devices. We
also demonstrate that signature aggregation and verification cost is $6.67(n+2)$ ms
which is much less in comparison to the verification cost ( $20.01n$ ms) of $n$
short signatures.
Borders play an integral part in a country's security, but Borders are extremely
vulnerable and prone to terrorist assaults, illegal smuggling of drugs, and
unauthorized immigration. To achieve improved situation analysis, it is essential to
fuse sensor-based detection with drone surveillance system to aid the present
surveillance system. A wide range of threats can be detected, monitored, and
classified by the system, it provides real-time actionable intelligence; endures
difficult environments and remote location. Defending borders from unlawful entry
of individuals, guns, narcotics and illicit goods is crucial to the protection of a
country, and so are ground troops. This special issue aims to give simultaneous
erudite examinations of border security by conducting more focus over a specific
field of inquiry involved in the securing of borders. We proposed a solution to
design an architecture that supports the sharing of information from heterogeneous
sources. We are using various sensors which we will install around the perimeter of
an area to detect any unknown disturbance (intrusion) around it. With the help of the
gathered sensor data, the drone surveillance will be automatically activated and
the location of the disturbance will also be sent to the drone and the soldiers in the
nearby region, which will help us to track the disturbance so that we can apprehend
the treason. We will install camera in the drone which will help us for tracking the
target if any.
Practically speaking, robots are built to perform special functions that cannot be
handled by humans, or where conditions for humans to work are not certain and
risky. Thus, these types of vehicles can perform the role that is difficult for humans.
This motivated us to create a robot capable of performing risky tasks like border
patrol and surveillance. The main purpose of this vehicle is to be controlled using
hand gestures and travel long distance without any problem. This paper focuses on
bringing together various technologies such as IOT, Software, Wireless
communication, and mobile application. It uses GPS, HC-05 for communication and
tracking the vehicle, Python/OpenCV with contour tracing and ESP32 Cam to find the
enemies and obstacles. This paper presents a low-cost human-computer interaction
device represented by Arduino glove to control RC car. Arduino glove includes gyro
sensor (ADXL) to identify the angle of the hand where each movement of the hand
decides the direction of RC car. The location of the car is tracked using Neo-6m GPS
and send to cloud, from where it can be retrieved to display on a map. Any object
appearing within 11 meters (demo) ahead of the car will be detected and
approximate distance from the object will be calculated. A contour tracing-based
Python/OpenCV program is used to detect and track the moment of the object. A
mobile application is also created to gather data about the vehicle and provide a
secondary manual control.
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In future, the objects such as vehicles, smartphones, watches and electronic devices
will be able to automate the tasks along with ubiquitous communication capabilities.
Saving and reducing energy is challenging research area. Various energy saving
approaches and techniques motivates researchers towards Green-Internet of Things
(G-IoT). A smart word ubiquitously gathers and disseminates the information using
various existing protocols. Modern applications demands energy efficient devices
and protocols for G-IoT. Most of the time the emergency service applications are at
remote places and their lifetime is a crucial part of the IoT enabled devices and
applications. In modern applications, the multimedia information is a vital part in
communication. Sensing and communication of multimedia information needs to be
controlled in efficient way to achieve better performance and energy saving. In this
chapter various techniques and approaches used for energy saving in Green-Internet
of Things (G-IoT) are discussed in detail. This chapter discusses the various vital
applications of IoT (Internet of Things) such as border security and battlefield
systems. This paper also elaborates the energy saving approaches and techniques
proposed by various researchers for such applications for ubiquitous environments.
The broad classification of the applications of Internet of Things and the approaches
used for energy saving are elaborated.
On the basis of the Internet of Things (IoT) applications, several variants such as
Internet of Energy (IoE), Internet of Vehicles (IoV), Internet of Drones (IoD), Internet
of Medical Things (Internet of Health, IoMT) and Internet of Intelligent Battlefield
Things (IoIBT) are developed. The smart devices involved in IoT can also utilize
artificial intelligence algorithm (i.e., machine learning) to make the communication
environment more effective and efficient. Intelligent Battlefield Things (IBT)
communication environment is an example of that kind. It consists of smart and
intelligent devices (i.e., drones), which monitor the activities of the enemies and
retaliate accordingly. Hence, we need very less or negligible human involvement. IBT
communication environment is very suitable for the purpose of battlefield
communication (i.e., war zone, target tracking and hitting, border area surveillance
and retaliation). However, IBT has certain drawbacks, because it may be vulnerable
to different types of attacks, such as replay, man-in-the-middle, impersonation, data
modification, data leakage attacks, etc. Therefore, it becomes essential to provide a
security mechanism to secure the communication that happens in IBT environment.
To achieve this purpose, we propose a secure communication framework for the
blockchain of IBT environment. In addition, the benefits of applications of blockchain
of IBT are discussed. The issues and challenges of blockchain of IBT environment are
also highlighted. Finally, a security analysis of the proposed framework is conducted
to depict its resilience against possible attacks.
National security and defence is incredibly important for a country and its people.
For increasing tension in the border areas due to unresolved conflicts, currently
national security systems emphasize more on border security to protect the country
from terrorist attacks, illegal border crossing and infiltration from the neighbouring
countries. To make security system more efficient, a real time border security
system is needed which can provide 24 h surveillance in the border areas with high
accuracy and that can minimize the need of human involvement by utilizing the
most advanced sensors and actuators. Indian Border Guarding forces are already
installing and adopting newer technologies in terms of cameras, night vision devices,
radars etc. But for the efficient and intelligent use of collected data, involvement of
modern and innovative technology like Internet of Things (IoT) is very necessary,
which already has been adopted but in very small scale and in limited areas.
Whereas, it is the reliable source of accurate data and renowned for smart and fast
decision making as it is one of the major fields of implementing Big Data and
Analytics. So, a smart IoT based solution has been introduced for securing hazardous
border areas with extreme climatic conditions, diverse land forms, river terrains,
inaccessible dense forest areas which is very tough to monitor for the individual.
This paper “Smart Border Security System using Internet of Things” proposes a lowcost system that uses various sensors like Passive Infrared (PIR) sensor and OV7670
camera module to sense movement of any object within a range and capture
images of intruder respectively. The system can upload the sensed data into a cloud
server which can be retrieved in a base station by using web and desktop application
as well. The system can also send alert to the base station by processing the sensed
data. Also, it allows user i.e. the trained security personnel to control the camera and
retrieve data from it from a distant. Through the proposed system it is possible to
detect the intruder crossing the border area instantly.
Proper utilization of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has direct impact on various
application developed using it in our daily life. In the past years wireless sensor
network is popular area of research due to its applicability in different real scenario
like border surveillance, fire detection, underwater application, IoT, body area
network, irrigation system. The large number of nodes cooperatively performs a
specific task. The nodes work in hazardous environment where human intervention is
not possible. The battery power is limited, so proper clustering helps to maintain the
network life significantly. There is wide variety of methods to perform clustering.
This paper presents general classification of state-of-art clustering schemes.
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The design of border surveillance systems is critical for most countries in the world
having each border specific needs. This paper focuses on an Internet of Things
oriented surveillance system to be deployed in the Sahara Desert which is
composed of many unattended fixed platforms where the nodes in the edge have a
Forward Looking InfraRed (FLIR) camera for field monitoring. To reduce
communications and decentralise the processing IR images should be fully computed
on the edge by an Automated Target Recognition (ATR) algorithm tracking and
identifying targets of interest. As edge nodes are constrained in energy and
computing capacity this work proposes two ATR systems to be executed in lowpower microprocessors. Both proposals are based on using Bag-of-Features for
feature extraction and a supervised algorithm for classification both differing in
segmenting the InfraRed image in regions of interest or working directly with the
whole image. Both proposals are successfully applied to infer about a dataset
generated to this end getting a trade-off between computing cost and detection
capacity. As a result the authors obtained a detection capacity of up to 97% and a
frame rate of up to 5.71 and 59.17 running locally on the edge device and the
workstation respectively.
As an emerging network paradigm, the Internet of Things (IoT) which consists of a
significant number of multifunctional and heterogeneous IoT nodes has attracted
dramatic attentions from both academia and industry. With the merits of intelligent
capacity, desirable scalability, and high reliability, the IoT recently has been applied
for smart ocean applications to provide protection for ocean environment monitoring
and surveillance. Aiming to provide coverage service for ocean border
environmental surveillance, this article studies the barrier coverage problem which
investigates how to select a collection of IoT nodes to obtain an IoT node chain and
build barrier paths to detect intruders and trespassers crossing the border region of
interest. To overcome the disadvantages in the existing works on barrier coverage,
we adopt a novel and widely adopted confident information coverage (CIC) model as
the fundamental coverage model and formulate the CIC barrier path construction
(CICBC) problem with the goals of maximizing the number of barrier paths and
minimizing the amount of IoT nodes in each barrier path. We propose a distributed
CIC barrier path (CICBP) construction approach based on learning automata (CBLA).
The CBLA includes four crucial phases which are initialization phase, learning phase,
monitoring phase, and repairing phase. Each IoT node equips a learning automaton.
CBLA selects an optimal IoT node to construct the barrier path by learning. The
simulation results show that the performance of the CBLA algorithm outperforms
two peer algorithms in terms of the number of barrier paths and the average
number of nodes in each barrier path.
The smart airport brings the future of Saudi Arabia airport operations by utilizing
different technologies through the Internet of Things (IoT). With the advances in the
number of passengers, the airports are looking for solutions that reduce the load
and stress, increase the operational efficiency, generate new revenue, and gain a
competitive advantage. This paper focuses on enhancing the passenger journey by
increasing the terminal processes operations effectiveness. It mainly focuses on
baggage handling, automated border control, and terminal navigation solutions. The
concept of Smart Airport has been discussed along with review on different studies
on systems implemented. The IoT design methodology steps are described in details.
Also, a comparison between the traditional business model and the IoT business
model have been determined along with the benefits of this transformation. Finally,
a comprehensive idea analysis to determine gaps and points to the insights that are
derived from this paper is presented.
Patrolling borders of India has become a tedious and risky task for military and
para-military personnel in order to control Intrusions. With the advancements in
wireless IoT (Internet of Things) technology, it has become much easier to design,
develop and deploy a cost-effective, automatic and efficient system for intrusion
detection in the context of surveillance. Making the system suitable for all types of
environments, the light detection and ranging (LIDAR) sensor is developed for the
acquisition of distance with a range of 40 m from the position where an object
resides. Data collected by the sensor is monitored and administered in a server.
Software required for the analysis of data and generation of alert notifications is
deployed in the server which is an added feature to the system and assists the
concerned security personnel to respond quickly and engage the safety.
Incorporating biometric technology into IoT could enable and assist a variety of
futuristic applications such as cardless border crossing, secure access control in
smart buildings, and patient tracking/anti-fraud in hospitals. However, existing
approaches suffer from large storage requirements and latency in query handling.
Additionally, there are privacy risks due to security breaches of raw biometric
templates. In this paper, we propose a hierarchical bloom filter based identification
system for large-scale biometric systems that reduces storage requirements while
providing template security and rapid handling of queries. We address the challenge
of incorporating a hash-based bloom filter with noisy biometric data by introducing a
mathematical framework that is adaptive to characteristics of any biometric
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database. Our proposed architecture is implemented using a face database
containing 30,000 facial templates and achieves 92.05% reduction in storage size
with 99.82 reduction in average query time without sacrificing accuracy. Finally, the
security is analyzed against potential tampering and collision attacks.
We present a software platform for performing wireless maritime networking
experiments, with the aim of paving the way for the deployment of IoT applications
that support the coast guard in its two main roles, i.e., border surveillance and
search and rescue. The platform brings together, on one hand, a novel middleware
application, called Dedalus, used for monitoring and controlling experiments, and, on
the other hand, a number of implementations of popular protocols that perform ad
hoc routing, delay-Tolerant routing, information-centric networking, and encryption.
The platform has been designed in a modular manner that enhances its scalability
and adaptability by the wider research community. We also present preliminary
experimental results that shed light on the properties of the wireless channel and
the behavior of ad hoc routing protocols in uncluttered settings.
In this paper, we present a survey of routing protocols for military Border monitoring
application using a wireless sensor network, which requires efficient network
coverage and connectivity, as well as intelligent routing protocols. During the
developments in the routing protocols for our application we aim to optimize the
energy consumption and the flow of information circulating inside the network,
considering the case of the famous protocols AODV (Ad hoc on Demand Distance
Vector) and RPL (IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks). Then,
we compare the performance of RPL and AODV protocols. Results demonstrate that
in terms of energy consumption RPL protocol is the most suitable for WSN/IoT
applications, also the results show that Sky mote can be considered as the
appropriate mote applied to guarantee quality of service of IoT applications.
Mission-critical MAC protocol is an attractive research area since past few years as
the wireless sensor networks have developed their utility in mission-critical
applications like border surveillance, Tsunami alert systems, and earthquake safety
systems, fire fighting applications, industrial automation, pipeline leakage detection
system, critical health monitoring, etc. The Wireless sensor networks are deployed
for this purpose may be termed as Mission-critical wireless sensor networks, and
MAC protocols designed are termed as Mission Critical MAC Protocols for WSN.
ADMC-MAC protocol is one of these latest developed protocols. In previous work, the
protocol is tested for 40% duty cycle. This paper does the performance evaluation of
this protocol in NS-2.35 for different missioncritical scenarios at different duty
cycles for mission-critical performance parameters where the actual novelty lies. The
results show that the proposed protocol gives best performance when set at 40%
duty cycle. It is adaptive to the mission-critical applications and maintains the
mission-critical data transport performance along with the energy of the wireless
sensor networks. Simulation results confirm that ADMC-MAC model can further be
enhanced to reduce data processing delay and for improving data delivery
performance. The model may be enhanced by including intelligent nodes only for
analyzing and data processing to reduce processing delay.The enhanced model
suggested may be used for Mission-critical Wireless Sensor networks in integration
with IoT for quick actions in mission-critical application.
Border surveillance (BS) is the most important task in the field of national defense
and security. To maintain the peace and to ensure safety of the borders it needs to
kept under 24/7 monitoring. Especially, under the current circumstances, like Illegal
immigration, importing, implanting explosive device, terrorist activities are common
challenges occur in our country border. To curb such happenings on the border areas,
the least that can be done is to provide a continuous monitoring. The edge of a
country border spreads to several thousand heaps for which human surveillance is
more challenge and may lead to loss of human life. To overcome the problem in this
paper a new Wireless Multifunctional Smart Robot for Border Security Surveillance
with Real Time Object Recognition (OR) system is introduced the proposed robotics
system is based on IOT and OR. This method mechanically senses the interruption
form the strangers and sends the photos to the admin that categorized which kind
of object is to be capture in the image sensor with the help of Navy biases algorithm
the Human action has been detected. The multi-sensor Smart robot is proficient for
sensing motion using Passive and also Infrared Sensor, poisonous gas using Gas
sensor, fire or blast using Flame Sensor, high temperature using Temperature
sensor, Camera for capturing the activities in the border, ultrasonic sensor for
detecting any obstacles and GPS is used for tracking the location. Any trespasses,
bombs, harmful gases, fire and other dangerous situations are sensed and sent to
the server. This system detects the dangerous conditions near the border and saves
the life immediately without any loss of human life.
Fringe observation is the most significant errand in the field of national protection
and security. To keep up the harmony and to guarantee security of the outskirts it
needs to hold under all day, every day observing. Particularly, under the present
conditions, as Illegal movement, bringing in, embedding hazardous gadget, fear
monger exercises are regular difficulties happen in our nation outskirt. To check such
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happenings on the outskirt regions, the least that should be possible is to give a
constant observing.The edge of a country border spreads to several thousand heaps
for which human surveillance is more challenge and may lead to loss of human
life. To overcome the problem in this paper a new Wireless Multifunctional Smart
Robot for Border Security Surveillance with Real Time Object Recognition (OR)
system is introduced the proposed robotics system is based on IOT and OR. This
method mechanically senses the interruption form the strangers and sends the
photos to the admin that categorized which kind of object is to be capture in the
image sensor with the help of convolution neural networks (CNN). The multi-sensor
Smart robot is proficient for sensing motion using Passive and also Infrared Sensor,
poisonous gas using Gas sensor, fire or blast using Flame Sensor, high temperature
using Temperature sensor, Camera for capturing the activities in the border,
ultrasonic sensor for detecting any obstacles and GPS is used for tracking the
location. Any trespasses, bombs, harmful gases, fire and other dangerous situations
are sensed and sent to the server. This system detects the dangerous conditions
near the border and saves the life immediately without any loss of human life.
Boundary detection and alert system is a straightforward and effective idea, which
utilizes Internet of Things technology. By utilizing this framework border monitoring
is 100% protected and secure. It naturally alarms the intruder when the vehicle goes
over the specific range in borders. This is finished by a sensor called Global
positioning system (GPS). It detects the current position of the vehicle and switch on
the caution framework naturally. In this anticipate, no need of manual operations
like on time and off time setting. GPS and IoT are the fundamental segments of the
task. The resistances of the alert system changes as per the distance between the
current position of the vehicle and the border get decreased or increased.
Border areas are generally considered as places where great deal of violence,
intrusion and cohesion between several parties happens. This often led to danger for
the life of employees, soldiers and common man working or living in border areas.
Further geographical conditions like mountains, snow, forest, deserts, harsh weather
and water bodies often lead to difficult access and monitoring of border areas.
Proposed system uses thermal imaging camera (FLIR) for detection of various
objects and infiltrators. FLIR is assigned an IP address and connected through local
network to the control center. Software code captures video and subsequently the
intrusion detection. A motor controlled spotlight with infrared and laser gun is used
to illuminate under various conditions at the site. System also integrates sound
sensor to detect specific sounds and motion sensors to sense suspicious movements.
Based on the decision, a buzzer and electric current through fence for further
protection can be initiated. Sensors are be integrated through IoT for an efficient
control of large border area and connectivity between sites.

War field surveillance system plays vital role in security of every Nation. Major
problems related are surveillance at national borders. Manual monitoring is
relatively difficult in case of the borders where the area is too big; specifically,
during night the majority of the attacks are executed by rivals where the human
vision is not capable to identify enemy location. Therefor intelligent system needs to
be developed which will automatically identify survival of enemy in less light
situation or night. We put forward intelligent war field surveillance system consist
of raspberry pi processor interfaced with night vision camera capable of sensing
environment, intelligent decision making, commanding capability and performing
action on the environment. The Internet of things is used to inform concern authority
about enemy status. This system includes night vision camera and raspberry pi
module which can transmit videos of the war field sequentially to prevent any hurt
and loss to human life. The system will be used as proper machine for the defence
sector to decrease the loss of human life and also useful to decrease infiltrations at
border regions. It works on the principle of optical flow algorithm for movement
detection. The developed algorithm is implemented in real time by motion based
moving object detection method.
The invention discloses a border intelligent security and protection monitoring
system based on the Internet of Things. The system comprises a shooting device and
a monitoring host, the shooting device is wirelessly connected with the monitoring
host, when border security and protection monitoring is performed, when an infrared
sensing unit in the shooting device senses a pedestrian near a borderline, a main
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controller controls a shooting unit to perform all-round shooting, meanwhile, shot
photos or videodata are sent by a wireless transceiver unit to the monitoring host of
the monitoring center through a mobile data network in real time, the monitoring
personnel can obtain the video and photo information shot by a mobile shooting
system in real time, and meanwhile neither large-capacitystorage card is required
for storage, nor the personnel need to go to the shooting site to take the memory
card of a miniature camera, thereby saving time, saving labor, greatly improving the
workingefficiency and having relatively good practical value.
Current global trends push enterprises to be increasingly efficient and flexible, and
at the same time compliant with legislation regarding privacy, security, and
transparency. The latest IoT (Internet-of-Things) developments offer opportunities
for enterprises but at the same time those developments lead to an increased
complexity with regard to the underlying software, this in turn leading to new risks.
Hence, more advanced modeling methods and techniques may be necessary,
especially in the area of enterprise information systems (often featured currently by
enterprise-aligned IoT-enabled software systems), such that both the enterprise
needs are captured (and understood) and software features are specified
accordingly. We need a common modeling ground for this, allowing us to properly
align enterprise modeling and software specification. Such a common ground can be
co-created by enterprise engineers and software engineers, featuring: (a)
technologyindependent enterprise models rooted in social theories; (b) technologyspecific software models rooted in computing paradigms. An approach is needed on
top of that because such an integrated enterprise-software modeling requires to be
greased by modeling guidelines and notations, such that adequate modeling
generations and transformations are possible. This means that taking as input
unstructured business information, we should be able to usefully apply a modeling
and design process, such that we come through enterprise models and reach as far
as the specification and implementation of software. We argue that an existing
approach has those capabilities, namely the approach SDBC (Software Derived from
Business Components). Hence, we adopt SDBC in the current research. Further, we
have opted for an explicit consideration of context-awareness and privacy, claiming
their relevance with regard to some current IoT-related demands (mentioned above).
Nevertheless, it has not yet been extensively studied how SDBC can be used for
modeling software systems with requirements on those properties. For this reason,
we aim at enriching the SDBC-rooted enterprise-modeling-driven software
specification, by weaving in contextawareness and privacy enforcement. We partially
demonstrate our proposed way of modeling, by means of a case example featuring
land border security.
The embodiment of the invention discloses a border monitoring method and an
Internet of Things system. The border monitoring method is applied to the Internet
of Things system comprising a monitoring device and an access device, the
monitoring device is distributed in a target monitoring area of the border, the
monitoring device is within the coverage of the access device, and the method
comprises the following steps: the monitoring device collects voiceprint information
and performs identification processing on the voiceprint information; and the
monitoring device sends human report information to the access device when
determining that the voiceprint information contains human feature voiceprint. The
monitoring device monitors the voiceprint information where itself is located; special
voiceprint is generated by human activity, and these voiceprints are collected to
identity whether the human activity exists; and the scheme provided by the
embodiment of the invention is not affected by illumination and can be used at day
and night, the monitoring device can be distributed in areas to be monitored and can
monitor the human activity, thereby being suitable for the border detection of dense
forests in the deep mountains to effectively find border crossings.
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6

Intelligent Video Surveillance

Recent advances in signal processing enable the development of intelligent video surveillance
systems, notably systems that can flexibly adapt the rate of video data collection. In particular,
whenever an incident indicator is detected, the rate of data collection is increased in order to
provide richer information for more accurate and credible analysis. Also the development of AIpowered video analytics contributes to move beyond basic security and surveillance to strengthened
operations by using deep-learning neural networks to analyze videos and “learn” to identify objects,
people, activities, emotions – in real time or post facto.

6.1 Dataset definition
Search :
topic:("intelligent video surveillance"~2 OR "intelligent video surveillance"~2 OR "smart video
surveillance"~2)

Documents retrieved:1158 // Activeness documents score: 25
Figure 10. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for intelligent video surveillance
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6.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 11. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for intelligent video
surveillance

Research and development in the field of intelligent video surveillance is clearly led by
organisations from China.
Figure 12. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for intelligent video surveillance
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Table 14. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for intelligent video surveillance
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Table 15. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for intelligent video surveillance

6.3 Topic Analysis
Table 16. Top active keywords for intelligent video surveillance
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Table 17. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for intelligent video surveillance
Title

Description

Link

Year

Key moment extraction
for designing an
agglomerative clustering
algorithm-based video
summarization
framework

Video summarization is the process of refining the original video into a
more concise form without losing valuable information. Both efficient
storage and extraction of valuable information from a video are the
challenging tasks in video analysis. Intelligent video surveillance system
has an essential role for ensuring safety and security to the public. Recent
intelligent technologies are extensively using the surveillance systems in
all areas starting from border security application to street monitoring
systems. Now the surveillance camera or motion sensitivity-based
cameras produce large volume of data when employed for recording videos.
As analysis of videos by humans demands immense manpower, automatic
video summarization is an important and growing research topic. Hence, it is
necessary to summarize the activities in the scene and eliminate unusual
and redundant events recorded in videos. The proposed work has developed
a video summarization framework using key moment-based frame
selection and clustering of frames to identify only informative frames. The
key moment is a simple yet effective characteristic for summarizing a long
video shot and motion is the most salient feature in presenting actions or
events in video which is used here to extract the key moments of the video
frames. The motion is the scene of a video frame which has the most
acceleration and deceleration in case of the key moments. Based on the
extracted key moments, the frames of the video are partitioned into
different groups using a novel similarity-based agglomerative clustering
algorithm. The algorithm determines at most K clusters of frames based on
Jaccard similarity among the clusters, where K is the user defined
parameter set as the 5% to 15% of the size of the video to be summarized.
From each cluster, few representative frames are identified based on the
centroids of the clusters and arranged according to their original video
sequence to generate the summary of the video. The proposed clustering
algorithm and the summarization method are evaluated using state-of-theart video datasets and compared with some related methodologies to
demonstrate their effectiveness.
Edge computing significantly expands the range of information technology
in smart video surveillance applications in the era of intelligent and
connected cities. Edge devices, including Internet of Things-based cameras
and sensors, produce a large amount of data and have frequently become
prominent components for various public surveillance and monitoring
applications. The data generated by these smart devices are in the form of
videos and images that need to be processed and analyzed in real-time
with substantial computation resources. These developed techniques still
require large computation resources for real-time surveillance
applications. In this regard, Edge computing plays a promising role in order
to provide high computation and low-latency requirements. With these
motivations, in this work, a real-time top view-based person detection
system is presented. We utilize a one-stage deep learning-based object
detection algorithm, i.e., CenterNet, for person detection. The model detects
the human as a single point, also referred to as its bounding box's center
point. The model does a key-point calculation to obtain the center point and
regresses all other information regarding the target object's features, size,
location, and orientation. Training and testing of the model are performed
on a top view data set. The detection results are also compared with
conventional detection methods using the same data set. The overall
detection accuracy of the model is 95%.
New processing methods based on artificial intelligence (AI) and deep
learning are replacing traditional computer vision algorithms. The more
advanced systems can process huge amounts of data in large computing
facilities. In contrast, this paper presents a smart video surveillance
system executing AI algorithms in low power consumption embedded
devices. The computer vision algorithm, typical for surveillance
applications, aims to detect, count and track people’s movements in the
area. This application requires a distributed smart camera system. The
proposed AI application allows detecting people in the surveillance area
using a MobileNet-SSD architecture. In addition, using a robust Kalman filter
bank, the algorithm can keep track of people in the video also providing
people counting information. The detection results are excellent considering
the constraints imposed on the process. The selected architecture for the
edge node is based on a UpSquared2 device that includes a vision processor
unit (VPU) capable of accelerating the AI CNN inference. The results section
provides information about the image processing time when multiple video
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cameras are connected to the same edge node, people detection precision
and recall curves, and the energy consumption of the system. The
discussion of results shows the usefulness of deploying this smart camera
node throughout a distributed surveillance system.
Person Re-Identification (PRID) has been one of the most challenging tasks
in intelligent video surveillance. Most existing PRID based surveillance
methods rely on a single camera mounted on emplacements. This approach
assumes that any scrutinized person appears again in the field of view of
that cam-era, which is unreliable in real-world settings. In this paper, we
propose a system wherein we explore on-board re-identification of persons
using cameras mounted on Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The captured
images are dynamically shared between multiple UAVs by virtue of wireless
mesh networking, also making use of the Robot Operating System (ROS) for
on-ground control of the UAVs from a control station, facilitating the
exchange of images between them. We demonstrate our approach on an
institutional dataset we created, and our experimental results show that the
system could be indispensable in aiding airborne surveillance operations.
Automated surveillance is essential for the protection of Critical
Infrastructures (CIs) in future Smart Cities. The dynamic environments and
bandwidth requirements demand systems that adapt themselves to react
when events of interest occur. We present a reconfigurable Cyber Physical
System for the protection of CIs using distributed cloud-edge smart video
surveillance. Our local edge nodes perform people detection via Deep
Learning. Processing is embedded in high performance SoCs (System-onChip) achieving real-time performance (≈ 100 fps - frames per second)
which enables efficiently managing video streams of more cameras source
at lower frame rate. Cloud server gathers results from nodes to carry out
biometric facial identification, tracking, and perimeter monitoring. A Quality
and Resource Management module monitors data bandwidth and triggers
reconfiguration adapting the transmitted video resolution. This also enables
a flexible use of the network by multiple cameras while maintaining the
accuracy of biometric identification. A real-world example shows a reduction
of ≈ 75% bandwidth use with respect to the no-reconfiguration scenario.
The rapid growth in autonomous industrial environments has increased the
need for intelligent video surveillance. As a predominant element of video
surveillance, recognition of complex human movements is important in a
wide range of surveillance applications. However, the current state-of-theart video surveillance techniques use supervised deep learning pipelines
for human activity recognition (HAR). A key shortcoming of such techniques
is the inability to learn from unlabeled video streams. To operate effectively
in natural environments, video surveillance techniques have to be able to
handle huge volumes of unlabeled video data, monitor and generate alerts
and insights derived from multiple characteristics such as spatial structure,
motion flow, color distribution, etc. Furthermore, most conventional learning
systems lack memory persistence capability which can reduce the influence
of outdated information in memory-guided decision-making resulting in
limiting plasticity and overfitting based on specific past events. In this
article, we propose a new adaptation of the Growing Self-Organizing Map
(GSOM) to address these shortcomings by 1) adopting two proven concepts
of traditional deep learning, hierarchical, and multistream learning, applied
into GSOM self-structuring architecture to accommodate learning from
unlabeled video data and their diverse characteristics, 2) address overfitting
and the influence of outdated information on neural architecture by
implementing a transience property in the algorithm. We demonstrate the
proposed model using three benchmark video datasets and the results
confirm its validity and usability for HAR.
Automated detection of abnormal activity assumes a significant task in
surveillance applications. This paper presents an intelligent framework
video surveillance to detect abnormal human activity in an academic
environment that takes into account the security and emergency aspects by
focusing on three abnormal activities (falling, boxing and waving). This
framework designed to consist of the two essential processes: the first one
is a tracking system that can follow targets with identify sets of features to
understand human activity and measure descriptive information of each
target. The second one is a decision system that can realize if the activity of
the target track is "normal" or "abnormal" then energizing alarm when
recognized abnormal activities.
Modern smart surveillance systems have to deal with heterogeneous
surveillance devices and the huge size of the video surveillance data.
The surveillance data also contains sensitive and personal information
and, hence, the security of the surveillance data is a demanding
requirement. Owing to the large data size of the surveillance videos,
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Design and
implementation of colour
texture-based multiple
object detection using
morphological gradient
approach

A study on moving object
recognition for video
surveillance applications

conventional security measures cannot possibly be applied to all of the
video surveillance data and, consequently, this presents a significant
challenge within the resource constraints and dynamics of the emerging
Internet of Things (IoT). Therefore, appropriate and automated intelligent
systems need to be adopted for management, secure transmission, secure
storage, and efficient retrieval of the ever-increasing surveillance video
data. In this paper, an intelligent surveillance security framework for
videos is proposed. The proposed framework for real-time video processing
is integrated with surveillance video semantic concepts to provide an
effective and efficient solution for selection, implementation, and
manipulation of heterogeneous surveillance devices. The aim is to create a
core, Secure Smart Surveillance Ontology (SSSO) to represent and share
the common vocabularies for secure communication and storage of
surveillance video for different surveillance devices, with an ontology
being the explicit formal representation of basic categories within the
domain. Firstly, different security levels are defined with respect to
heterogeneous devices on the basis of their respective storage capacity to
ensure sufficient encryption details with minimal resources used. Secondly,
in the proposed ontology, device-specific security concepts are linked with
the surveillance video concepts. After that the proposed SSSO is
integrated within the security framework. Overall, the proposed security
framework allows relatively fast indexing and retrieval along with devicespecific security.
Non-rigid moving multiple objects detection and tracking play an important
role in intelligent video surveillance system, autonomous navigation, and
activity analysis. Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems are deployed in
numerous areas such as airports, traffic intersections, underground stations,
mass events, mall, schools, and organisations for security and public
surveillance. Although these cameras record continuous video 24x7, it is a
human constraint to manually monitor all events such as crime, terrorism,
hideous, suspicious activities, the positioning of the vehicle, and fire
recorded from a number of cameras. Moreover, problems like dynamic
background, the creation of ghost, sensor noise, varying illumination, and
colour and compression artefacts affect effective detection of multiple
moving objects. This study presents an effective approach named as
enhanced Fractal Texture Analysis with KNN classifier (FTAKC) for tracking
and detection of multiple objects from a video sequence. The proposed
approach comprises three main phases, namely, detection of moving object,
tracking of the object (enhanced Fractal Texture Analysis), and behaviour
analysis for activity recognition (KNN classifier). The image feature has
been extracted based on colour, texture, and geometry were used to identify
and track multiple objects in video frames, and Problem domain knowledge
rules were applied to distinguish normal or anomalous activities as well as
behaviours. Edge detection algorithm (Intersection over Union (IoU)
threshold to determine possible edge connections) was applied toward
enhancing the illumination variation by multi-block Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) temporal-analysis to do the segmentation. Finally, the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed approach has been estimated based on the
measure of average PSNR, precision, recall, f-measure, accuracy, and
execution time. The Laboratory for Image and Media Understanding (LIMU)
dataset has been utilised toward illustrating the robustness of the proposed
approach. Furthermore, it evaluated the performance based on the measure
of precision, recall, and F-measure metrics. It has been tentatively
demonstrated that the proposed approach is suitable for recognizing
multiple moving object with detection accuracy up to 93.56%. The
simulated results show that suggested approach is robust, flexible, as well
as able to outperform the traditional methods than the present object
detection method.
Video Surveillance plays a vital role in the field of Image Mining for
ensuring safety and security. The main aim of an intelligent video
surveillance system is to automatically produce high-level information
about object recognition. Object recognition is applied in various fields such
as Surveillance, Image Annotation, and Image Retrieval. Extended set of
research works are focused on automatic video surveillance for event
detection, accident detection, vehicle counting etc. The ultimate aim of an
intelligent surveillance system is to automatically track and identify the
moving objects and its motion in the video sequences. To achieve this
automatic surveillance process various algorithms and techniques are
proposed. In this paper, the steps involved in object recognition process like
detection, classification and tracking an object are discussed in detail with
their methods and challenges. It also presents a recent literature review on
various techniques in object recognition.
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Smart surveillance video
stream processing at the
edge for real-time human
objects tracking

Smart city video
surveillance using fog
computing

Research on the Crowd
Abnormal Behavior
Recognition in
Surveillance Video
Based on Modified Social
Force Model

Human detection in
intelligent video
surveillance: A review

This chapter introduces an edge computing based smart surveillance
system. It discusses and compares the computations and algorithms used
at the edge and fog levels to create such automated surveillance system.
The chapter briefly introduces the human object identification algorithms
that are potentially feasible in the edge computing environment, followed
by the object tracking algorithms. Object tracking plays an important role in
human behavior analysis in smart surveillance systems. It discusses the
design issues of a lightweight human object detection scheme. Due to the
constraints on resources, lightweight algorithms are required for the edge
devices. There are two important components to building a good object
detector: the feature extractor and the classifier. The chapter presents a
case study using Raspberry Pi as the edge device. The case study provides
more information about the algorithms that are applied to process sample
surveillance video streams.
Conventional video surveillance systems require infrastructure including
expensive servers with capability to process images and store video
recordings. These surveillance systems produce and need to store a huge
amount of data and to execute in real time to detect safety events. The
problems of the anti-social activities which gradually increasing across the
country especially in the urban areas in recent times which lead to the need
for technological innovations in the security and surveillance system. The
proposed system is based on cloud computing. In this paper the application
has been modelled and simulated using iFogSim. The results predicts that
the fog-based model is more secured and efficient compared to cloud
computing parameter energy consumption. The proposed system helps to
increase the effectiveness of the intelligent agencies and thereby increase
crime safety at public places.
A surveillance monitoring public places is an effective means to prevent
security problems, but traditional surveillance can't make rapid respond to
existing security problems and cannot satisfy social requirements. For that
matter, this paper proposes a crowd abnormal detection algorithm based on
modified social force model (MSF)to recognize the abnormal behavior of
panics and flees caused by emergencies in public. Based on the
conventional social force model (CSF), this paper combines the research
results of predecessors to improve the expected speed, in the consideration
of the influence of relative speed between pedestrians at different locations
in the social force calculation, it adopts the positional state factor and the
relative speed influence coefficient to improve the social force model. This
paper uses Lucas-Kanande algorithm to extract image optical flow, clusters
optical flow information, and then uses modified social force model to
extract the crowd motion features, and finally applies support vector
machine (SVM) to recognize abnormities. In the UMN dataset test, the area
under ROC curve is 0.9963.
With the rapid development of networked video surveillance systems,
human detection is essential. These tasks are not only inherently
challenging due to changing human appearance, but also have enormous
potentials for a wide range of practical applications, such as security and
surveillance. This review paper extensively surveys the current progress
made toward human detection in intelligent video surveillance. The
algorithms presented in this paper are classified as either human detection
without classifier training or human detection with classifier training. In the
core techniques of human detection without classifier training, three critical
processing stages are discussed including background subtraction, Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) and skin color model. In the core techniques of human
detection with classifier training, two main types are mentioned including
holistic human detector, and part-based human detector. Our survey aims
to address existing problems, challenges and future research directions
based on the analyses of the current progress made toward human
detection techniques in computer vision.
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7

GNSS Radar for Maritime Surveillance

Passive GNSS-based radar (GNSS-R), also called GNSS reflectometry uses the reflected GNSS signal
as source of opportunity for surveillance. In the maritime domain, it is mostly used for sea-level
measuring and state of sea estimations but can also be used for target location at sea. Using
GNSS-R for target detection has advantages of all-weather capabilities and worldwide coverage.

7.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:(("gnss radar"~3 OR "Global navigation satellite systems reflectometry" OR "GNSS
reflectometry" OR "GNSS-R") AND (sea OR maritime OR marine OR ocean))
Documents retrieved:626 // Activeness documents score: 37
Figure 13. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for GNSS-R
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7.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 14. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for GNSS-R

Figure 15. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for GNSS-R
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Table 18. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for GNSS-R
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Table 19. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for GNSS-R

7.3 Topic Analysis
Table 20. Top active keywords for GNSS-R

Table 21. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for GNSS-R
Title

Description

Link

Year

Passive Radar
Imaging of Ship
Targets with GNSS
Signals of
Opportunity

This article explores the possibility to exploit global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS) signals to obtain radar imagery of ships. This is a new
application area for the GNSS remote sensing, which adds to a rich line of
research about the alternative utilization of navigation satellites for remote
sensing purposes, which currently includes reflectometry, passive radar, and
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems. In the field of short-range maritime
surveillance, GNSS-based passive radar has already proven to detect and
localize ship targets of interest. The possibility to obtain meaningful radar
images of observed vessels would represent an additional benefit, opening

http://doi.org/10.110
9/TGRS.2020.30053
06

2021

41

the doors to noncooperative ship classification capability with this technology.
To this purpose, a proper processing chain is here conceived and developed,
able to achieve well-focused images of ships while maximizing their signal-tobackground ratio. Moreover, the scaling factors needed to map the
backscatter energy in the range and cross-range domain are also analytically
derived, enabling the estimation of the length of the target. The effectiveness
of the proposed approach at obtaining radar images of ship targets and
extracting relevant features is confirmed via an experimental campaign,
comprising multiple Galileo satellites and a commercial ferry undergoing
different kinds of motion.
GNSS Ocean Bistatic
Statistical Scattering
in the Time-Varying
Regime: Modeling and
Correlation Properties

The main contributions to signal decorrelation in Global Navigation Satellite
Systems Reflectometry (GNSS-R) over the ocean are known to be the
platforms motion and the sea surface roughness. These two actions play at
different timescales: of the order of few milliseconds, the former and
hundreds of milliseconds, the latter. Currently, bistatic scattering models as
well as simulators do not provide a rationale for sea surface correlation,
whose nature is essentially random. In this work, the scattered signal is
modeled as the sum of incoherent contributions arising from single spatial
regions that correspond to delay-Doppler cells in the glistening zone. The
statistical model of the signal scattered by a moving sea surface is derived by
introducing a process for appearing and disappearing of local scattering cores
on the sea surface. The scatterers lifetime is governed by a birth-deathimmigration process; in the limit of a large number of scatterers, a compound
Gaussian process arises, whose temporal statistics are investigated. The
analysis of the signal correlation and of the correlation time is considered for
the case of an airborne receiver.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/TGRS.2021.30620
13

2021

Experimental
demonstration of ship
target detection in
GNSS-based passive
radar combining
target motion
compensation and
track-before-detect
strategies

This work discusses methods and experimental results on passive radar
detection of moving ships using navigation satellites as transmitters of
opportunity. The reported study highlights as the adoption of proper strategies
combining target motion compensation and track-before-detect methods to
achieve long time integration can be fruitfully exploited in GNSS-based
passive radar for the detection of maritime targets. The proposed detection
strategy reduces the sensitivity of long-time integration methods to the
adopted motion models and can save the computational complexity, making it
appealing for real-time implementations. Experimental results obtained in
three different scenarios (port operations, navigation in open area, and river
shipping) comprising maritime targets belonging to different classes show as
this combined approach can be employed with success in several operative
scenarios of practical interest for this technology.

http://doi.org/10.339
0/s20030599

2020

Simulation-Based
Feasibility Analysis of
Ship Detection Using
GNSS-R DelayDoppler Maps

In this article, we carry out a simulation analysis of ship detection via Global
Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) delay-Doppler map
(DDM). The GNSS-R DDM simulator used here is a modified version of an
algorithm conceived for the generation of GNSS-R DDMs of the sea surface.
The new algorithm is based on an analytical model for the radar cross section
of ships and is able to properly account for the presence of ship targets within
the scene. The proposed GNSS-R DDM simulator is, then, exploited for
assessing the viability of GNSS-R in ship detection applications at low
incidence angles, where the adopted scattering models provide accurate
results. The aim of the implemented simulation setup is to analyze what are
the preferable conditions for ship detection using standard GNSS-R signal
processing chain receiver and compare typical forward left-hand circularly
polarized GNSS-R systems with nonstandard backward right-hand circularly
polarized (RHCP) GNSS-R. The simulation study is two fold: First, detection
performance is evaluated at spaceborne and airborne altitudes for both
polarization channels under favorable detection conditions. Then, visibility of
ship targets is assessed in terms of their location within the DDM. Simulation
results show that ship detection is problematic when using satellite data,
whereas interesting results are achieved at airborne altitudes, provided that
the aircraft is approximately between the GNSS satellite and the target, and
that appropriate RHCP polarization is probed. In such configurations, signal-to-
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noise-ratios larger than 10 dB are obtained with airborne receivers collecting
the RHCP signal.
GNSS-based
multistatic passive
radar imaging of ship
targets

This work brings forward a framework for passive radar imaging of ship
targets by exploiting the reflections of navigation satellite signals. The specific
objective is taking advantage of the inherent multistatic nature of the system
for the ship passive imagery. To this aim, a bistatic image formation stage is
first defined. Then, the bistatic images obtained over multiple baselines are
mapped in a domain independent on the particular satellite viewing angle.
Finally, different combination rules of the multiple images are defined in order
to enable multistatic imagery with enhanced quality, potentially enabling finer
feature extraction procedures for ship classification. The proposed approaches
are validated and compared via an experimental campaign comprising
multiple Galileo satellites and a commercial ferry undergoing different types
of motion.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RADAR42522.202
0.9114638

2020

A Long-Time
Integration Method
for GNSS-Based
Passive Radar
Detection of Marine
Target with MultiStage Motions

This paper presents a long-time integration method for passive radar
detection of marine target with multi-stage motions using global navigation
satellite system (GNSS) as illuminator. Owing to the complex motion, the
range cell migration (RCM) and the Doppler parameters of the target echo
pertaining the multiple motion stages are different. To solve the problems, in
this method, first the range symmetry transform (RST) is applied to correct
the RCM over the multiple stages, after which a one-dimensional azimuth
signal can be directly extracted from the two-dimensional echo. Then, the
conjugate integration processing (CIP) is performed to accumulate the target
energy during each stage into Doppler centroid (DC) and Doppler frequency
rate (DFR) domain. Finally, in order to settle the difference in Doppler
parameters between multiple stages, the DC-DFR maps are projected and
combined in high-dimensional Doppler parameter domain after Doppler
frequency shift compensation, implementing the well integration of the echo
over the entire long time. The effectiveness of the proposed integration
method is demonstrated by simulations.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/IGARSS39084.20
20.9324042

2020

Joint Detection and
Localization of
Vessels at Sea with a
GNSS-Based
Multistatic Radar

This paper addresses the exploitation of global navigation satellite systems as
opportunistic sources for the joint detection and localization of vessels at sea
in a passive multistatic radar system. A single receiver mounted on a proper
platform (e.g., a moored buoy) can collect the signals emitted by multiple
navigation satellites and reflected from ship targets of interest. This paper
puts forward a single-stage approach to jointly detect and localize the ship
targets by making use of long integration times (tens of seconds) and properly
exploiting the spatial diversity offered by such a configuration. A proper
strategy is defined to form a long-time and multistatic range and Doppler
(RD) map, where the total target power can be reinforced with respect to, in
turn, the case in which the RD map is obtained over a short dwell and the case
in which a single transmitter is employed. The exploitation of both the long
integration time and the multiple transmitters can greatly enhance the
performance of the system, allowing counteracting the low-power budget
provided by the considered sources representing the main bottleneck of this
technology. Moreover, the proposed single-stage approach can reach superior
detection performance than a conventional two-stage process where
peripheral decisions are taken at each bistatic link and subsequently the
localization is achieved by multilateration methods. Theoretical and simulated
performance analysis is proposed and also validated by means of
experimental results considering Galileo transmitters and different types of
targets of opportunity in different scenarios. Obtained results prove the
effectiveness of the proposed method to provide detection and localization of
ship targets of interest.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/TGRS.2019.29029
38

2019

Passive radar
imagery of ship
targets by using
navigation satellites

This paper considers the possibility to extract features of vessels at sea with a
GNSS-based passive radar system. To this purpose, a passive imaging mode
has been defined to form bistatic ISAR images of the detected ship. Then,
proper range and cross-range scaling factors have been derived, so that
relevant features of the target such as its length can be obtained, potentially
enabling target recognition procedures. Experimental results obtained with

http://doi.org/10.239
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31
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transmitters of
opportunity

Galileo satellites demonstrate the effective possibility of the proposed
approach to extract relevant features of ship targets of interest, thus
providing advanced capabilities to the GNSS-based radar for maritime
surveillance applications.

Application of trackbefore-detect
techniques in GNSSbased passive radar
for maritime
surveillance

GNSS-based passive radar has been recently proved able to enable moving
target detection in maritime surveillance applications. The main restriction
lies in the low Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) level of navigation
satellites. Extending the integration times with proper target motion
compensation has been shown to be a viable solution to improve ship
detectability, but this involves computational complexity and increasing
sensitivity to motion model mismatches. In this work, we consider the
application of a Track-Before-Detect (TBD) method to considerably increase
the integration time (and therefore the detection capability) at the same time
keeping the computational complexity affordable by practical systems.
Dynamic programming TBD algorithms have been specialized for the
considered framework and tested against experimental dataset. The obtained
results show the effectiveness of this approach to improve the detection
capability of the system despite the restricted power budget.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RADAR.2019.883
5540

2019

Ship Detection using
GNSS-R delayDoppler Maps via
simulation tools

Recent research activities have investigated the feasibility of detecting ship
targets from Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R)
receivers. It was concluded by both experimental and theoretical analyses that
ship detection is infeasible from spaceborne receivers working in a
conventional configuration. On the other hand, it was demonstrated that
performance might be boosted by receiving the right-hand circular
polarization (RHCP) channel in a backscattering configuration. In this paper, we
assess the detectability of ship targets in GNSS-R delay-Doppler maps by
means of a reliable stochastic GNSS-R simulation tool capable of accounting
for the presence of the target. The results mainly confirm the previous
theoretical analyses and demonstrate the feasibility of the ship detection
problem using low-altitudes RHCP-backscattering GNSS-R.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RTSI.2019.88955
52

2019

Maritime Moving
Target Long Time
Integration for GNSSBased Passive
Bistatic Radar

This paper addresses the exploitation of Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) as transmitters of opportunity in passive bistatic radar systems for
maritime surveillance. The main limitation of this technology is the restricted
power budget provided by navigation satellites, which makes it necessary to
define innovative moving target detection techniques specifically tailored for
the system under consideration. To this aim, this paper puts forward long
integration time techniques able to collect the signal energy over long time
intervals (tens of seconds), allowing the retrieval of suitable levels of signalto-disturbance ratios for detection purposes. A local plane based technique is
first considered, providing target detection in a plane that represents the
section of maritime area covered by the radar antenna. As a suboptimum
solution in terms of achievable integration gain, but more efficient from a
computational point of view, a second technique is considered working in the
conventional bistatic range and Doppler plane (basic plane based). Results
against synthetic and experimental datasets show the effectiveness of the
proposed techniques.

http://doi.org/10.110
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Spaceborne GNSSreflectometry for
ship-detection
applications: Impact
of acquisition
geometry and
polarization

In this paper, a comparative study of spaceborne Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS)-Reflectometry for ship detection applications is provided. The
analysis is conducted by evaluating the impact of 1) the acquisition geometry
and 2) the received signal polarization on ship detectability in GNSS-R data. In
particular, the backscattering acquisition geometry is demonstrated to be
more suitable for ship detection applications, thus allowing for the detection
of 20 m-length ships. Even very large ships are hardly detectable in the
conventional forward-scattering geometry. Moreover, receiving right-hand
circular polarization is demonstrated to provide significant improvements of
the signal-to-noiseplus- clutter with respect to the conventional left-hand
circular polarization channel, conventionally exploited in GNSS-R remote
sensing. The study is based on a numerical tool for the bistatic radar cross
section of the ship, which is presented in a companion paper.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/IGARSS.2018.851
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Multistatic GNSSbased passive radar
for maritime
surveillance with
long integration
times: Experimental
results

The focus of this paper is on multi-transmitter GNSS passive radar for
maritime surveillance. Particularly, working in the range-Doppler domain, the
possibility to integrate over long time intervals (required to counteract
restricted power budget provided by navigation satellites) the returns from a
moving target illuminated by multiple GNSS transmitters is experimentally
demonstrated. The obtained results show that the exploitation of multiple
satellites can provide an improvement in the detection performance
potentially enabling the detection of targets not detectable with the single
satellites at the same time allowing target localization.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RADAR.2018.837
8744

2018

Maritime
Surveillance Using
Spaceborne GNSSReflectometry: The
Role of the Scattering
Configuration and
Receiving Polarization
Channel

Recent studies have analyzed the chance of exploiting Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS)-Reflectometry observables for maritime
surveillance and sea target detection. In this paper, we provide a feasibility
study of the ship detection problem using spaceborne GNSS-R data. The
analysis is performed via the evaluation of the signal-to-noise-plus-clutterratio and signal-to-noise-ratio relevant to an isolated ship target in open sea.
In particular, we investigated the impact of the GNSS-R acquisition geometry
and radar signal polarization. The influence of sea state and ship orientation is
assessed as well. The analysis is based on a sound theoretical
electromagnetic model of the bistatic radar cross section of the ship target.
The analysis clearly shows the benefits of 1) the backscattering configuration
with respect to the conventional forward-scattering one and 2) the RHCP
receiving channel w.r.t. the conventional LHCP one, used in sea surface
analysis. However, the ship orientation and the sea state still play a key role in
ship detectability.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RTSI.2018.85483
73

2018

Ship detection using
GNSS-reflectometry
in backscattering
configuration

The chance of exploiting the Global Navigation Satellite SystemsReflectometry (GNSS-R) remote sensing technology in the field of maritime
surveillance and ship traffic monitoring has been explored in the very recent
past. The conventional bistatic GNSS-R is based on the acquisition of GNSS
navigation messages in a forward-scattering geometry, where the
investigated region surrounds the specular reflection point. The peculiarities of
the ship detection problem, where man-made dihedral structures come into
play, make the conventional configuration unsuitable for such an application,
especially from spaceborne platforms. Very recently, the backscattering
configuration has been demonstrated to greatly enhance the presence of
targets within GNSS-R delay-Doppler maps (DDM). In this paper, a thorough
comparison of the forward- and back-scattering configurations for ship
detection application from spaceborne GNSS-R instruments is presented in
order to quantitatively evaluate the benefits of the backscattering
configuration with respect to the conventional one. The analysis is performed
by computing the signal-to-noise-plus-clutter ratio in both configurations as a
function of the sea state, ship orientation and radar look angle.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RADAR.2018.837
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2018

GNSS-based passive
radar for maritime
surveillance: Long
integration time MTI
technique

The exploitation of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) as
transmitters of opportunity in passive radar systems for maritime
surveillance is particularly attractive because of the main advantages
consisting in a global coverage (even in open sea) and in the availability of
multiple sources (different satellites and constellations). The main drawback
stays in the restricted power budget provided by navigation satellites. This
makes necessary to conceive, define and develop innovative moving target
detection techniques specifically tailored for the system under consideration,
in order to make this technology a powerful tool for persistent surveillance
of sea areas of interest. To this aim, a long integration time Maritime Moving
Target Indication technique is proposed in this work, and its effectiveness is
proved against experimental data involving a small maritime target, not
detectable by conventional MTI techniques. Obtained results prove the
feasibility of a maritime MTI mode for GNSS based passive systems.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/RADAR.2017.794
4256

2017

Maritime moving
target detection
technique for passive

The paper puts forward a moving target detection technique for passive
bistatic radar systems based on GNSS signals for maritime surveillance
applications. If from one hand navigation satellites are extremely attractive as
opportunistic sources for passive radar due to their global coverage and the

http://doi.org/10.239
19/IRS.2017.80082
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bistatic radar with
GNSS transmitters

availability of multiple satellites, on the other hand they provide a restricted
power budget. To strengthen the target energy sufficiently to allow its
detection, observation time has to be increased up to several tens of seconds.
This requires the need to develop innovative techniques able to deal with such
long integration times. In this paper, a local plane-based maritime moving
target detection (M-MTD) technique is proposed. Such a technique performs
the integration of the received signal for a long integration time, properly
taking into account the migration of the moving target during the entire dwell
time. Moreover, it provides target detection in the local plane that represents
the section of maritime area covered by the radar antenna. Since this plane is
common to multiple transmitters, the proposed technique can be easily
extended to the multistatic case, which is the bigger benefit in using GNSS
sources. Simulated and experimental results confirm the effectiveness of the
proposed M-MTD technique to detect ship targets, not detectable with
conventional MTD techniques, with the GNSS-based passive radar..

Maritime Moving
Target Indication and
localisation with
GNSS-based
multistatic radar:
Experimental proof of
concept

This paper focuses on the feasibility of using Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) as the transmitters of opportunity in a passive maritime
surveillance radar, mainly for the applications of maritime Moving Target
Indication (MTI), as well as the target localization. This can be achieved using
multistatic GNSS acquisitions with multiple satellites and a single receiver,
and applying multilateration techniques. For an experimental verification, the
target localisation concept was applied to practical maritime measurement
conducted with GNSS-based radar test bed and bistatic ranges of one target
for two different satellites successfully gained. The experimental localisation
results have a high coincidence with the ground truth and confirm the system
concept..

http://doi.org/10.239
19/IRS.2017.80082
13

2017

Ocean target
monitoring with
improved revisit time
using constellations
of GNSS-R
instruments

Ships and ice monitoring is of key importance in numerous applications, such
as maritime traffic control, prevention of illegal activities, climate change
studies, and maritime security. In this work, the feasibility of near real-time
ocean target detection from a constellation of spaceborne Global Navigation
Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) images is demonstrated by
addressing the two following points: 1) simulation of the revisit time allowed
by constellations of GNSS-R instruments; 2) derivation and implementation of
an ocean target detector aimed at identifying inhomogeneous features inside
the delay-Doppler map. The revisit time is computed by simulating a realistic
mission as a function of the constellation size and the number of receiving
channels of the GNSS-R instrument. The proposed ocean target detection
algorithm consists of four steps - pre-processing, pre-screening, selection, and
geolocation - and is validated using actual U. K. TechDemoSat-1 data.

http://doi.org/10.110
9/IGARSS.2017.812
7902

2017

Sea Target Detection
Using Spaceborne
GNSS-R DelayDoppler Maps: Theory
and Experimental
Proof of Concept
Using TDS-1 Data

This study addresses a novel application of global navigation satellite systemreflectometry (GNSS-R) delay-Doppler maps (DDMs), namely sea target
detection. In contrast with other competing remote sensing technologies, such
as synthetic aperture radar and optical systems, typically exploited in the field
of sea target detection, GNSS-R systems could be employed as satellite
constellations, so as to fulfill the temporal requirements for near real-time
ships and sea ice sheets monitoring. In this study, the revisit time offered by
GNSS-R systems is quantitatively evaluated by means of a simulation
analysis, in which three different realistic GNSS-R missions are simulated and
analyzed. Then, a sea target detection algorithm from spaceborne GNSS-R
DDMs is described and assessed. The algorithm is based on a sea clutter
compensation step and uses an adaptive threshold to take into account
spatial variations in the sea background and/or noise statistics. Finally, the sea
target detector algorithm is tested and validated for the first time ever using
experimental GNSS-R data from the U.K. TechDemoSat-1 dataset.
Performance is assessed by providing the receiver operating characteristic
curves, and some preliminary experimental results are presented.
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2017

GNSS-R: A useful tool
for sea target

This paper investigates a novel application of Global Navigation Satellite
System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R) in the fields of maritime surveillance and
safety, and climate change analysis, namely sea target detection in near real-
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9/RTSI.2017.80659
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2017
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detection in near
real-Time

Time. Potentialities of the recent GNSS-R technology in the detection of
targets over the sea (large ships, sea ice sheets) in near real-Time are
explored by: 1) computing the revisit time achieved with constellations of
GNSS-R satellites; 2) deriving, implementing and testing a sea target detection
algorithm. The global average revisit time is evaluated by mission simulation
in two realistic scenarios and is shown as a function of the number of parallel
receiver channels and the number of GNSS-R satellites in orbit. The sea target
detection algorithm consists of four steps-pre-processing, pre-screening,
selection, and geolocation-and is tested using actual UK TechDemoSat-1 data.
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8

Track while scan

The track while scan (TWS) is a mode of radar operation in which the radar allocates part of its
power to tracking the target or targets while part of its power is allocated to scanning, unlike the
straight tracking mode, when the radar directs all its power to tracking the acquired targets.

8.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:("track while scan" OR "tracking while scanning" OR "TWS radar") NOT topic:("through wall"~2
OR prophylaxis)

Documents retrieved:77 // Activeness documents score: 0
Figure 16. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for TWS

The distribution of documents over the years show very little R&I activities for this technology.
48

8.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 17. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for TWS

Figure 18. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for TWS
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Table 22. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for TWS
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Table 23. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for TWS

8.3 Topic Analysis
Table 24. Top active keywords for TWS

No recent articles mentioning border or surveillance were retrieved for this technology.
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9

Underwater sensor network

Underwater sensor networks (UWSN) are network used to perform monitoring of tasks over a
specific region; it is equipped with smart sensors and vehicles that are adapted to communicate
cooperatively through wireless or acoustic connections. Applications of underwater sensor networks
include marine exploration, mine reconnaissance, oil and gas inspection, marine exploration, and
border surveillance and military applications.

9.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:("underwater acoustic sensor network"~2)

Documents retrieved:1205 // Activeness score: 28
Figure 19. Distribution of the retrieved documents in scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for UWSN
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9.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 20. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for UWSN

Figure 21. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for UWSN
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Table 25. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for UWSN

Table 26. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for UWSN
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9.3 Topic Analysis
Table 27. Top active keywords for UWSN

Table 28. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance in Underwater Sensor Networks
Title

Description

Link

Year

A secure and energyefficient opportunistic
routing protocol with void
avoidance for underwater
acoustic sensor networks

Recently, underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs) have gained wide
attention due to their numerous applications in underwater surveillance,
oil leakage detection, assisted navigation, and disaster prevention. With
unique characteristics like increased propagation delay, constant mobility
of sensor nodes, high error rate, and limitations in energy and
interference, efficient routing of data packets from the source node to the
destination is a major challenge in UASNs. Most of the protocols proposed
for traditional sensor networks do not work well in UASNs. Although many
protocols have been specifically proposed for underwater environments,
the aim of most of them is to improve only the quality of service (QoS) in
the network. The security of the transmitted data, energy efficiency of the
participating nodes, and handling of communication voids are three
significant challenges that need to be adequately addressed in UASNs. In
this research work, a secure and energy-efficient opportunistic routing
protocol with void avoidance (SEEORVA) is proposed. This protocol uses
the latest opportunistic routing strategy for reliable data delivery in the
network and also provides priority to the nodes having energy above a
specific threshold in the forwarding process, thereby increasing the
lifetime and energy efficiency in the network. The transmitted messages
are encrypted using a secure lightweight encryption technique. The
protocol is also integrated with a strategy to handle the communication
voids in the network. Simulation results with Aqua-Sim validate the better
performance of the proposed system compared to the existing ones.
The Underwater Acoustic Sensor Network (UASN) plays a significant role
in many application areas like surveillance, security, commercial and
industrial applications. In UASN routing, propagation delay and collision

http://doi.org/10.390
6/ELK-2001-51

2020

A collision aware priority
level medium access
control protocol for
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2020

underwater acoustic
sensor networks

Optimal Localization of
Multi-Computer
Architecture for LargeScale Underwater
Wireless Sensor Networks

Energy efficient multiobjective evolutionary
routing scheme for
reliable data gathering in
Internet of underwater
acoustic sensor networks

Geometry-Assisted Multi
Surface-Gateways
Placement Topologies for
Underwater Sensor
Networks

are perennial problems due to data transfers from various sensor nodes
to the Sink Node (SN) at the same time. In this paper, we propose a
Collision Aware Priority Level mechanism based on Medium Access
Control protocol (CAPL-MAC) for transferring data from the Sensor Head
(SH) to the SN. In the proposed protocol, we use Parallel Competition
Scheme (PCS) for high channel utilization and energy saving of battery. In
each Competition Cycle (CC), the data packet produced by each SH in a
different time slot can join in CC for data packet transmission in parallel
with high channel utilization. In CAPL-MAC, each SH is assigned with a
different Priority Level Number (PLN) during every CC. Instead of
broadcasting, each SH sends its respective PLN to each SH with the help
of the nearest SH to save battery energy. Based on the highest PLN, each
SH communicates with SN without collision, and it will also reduce
propagation delay as well as improve timing efficiency. Finally, Quality of
Service is also improved. We adopt the single-layer approach with the
handshaking protocol for communication. We carried out the simulation
utilizing Aqua-Sim Network Simulator 2. The simulation results showed
that the proposed CAPL-MAC protocol achieved the earlier stated
performance rather than by existing protocols such as Competitive
Transmission-MAC and Channel Aware Aloha.
Underwater wireless acoustic sensor networks (UWASNs) have emerged
as a powerful communication technology for discovering and extracting
data in aquatic environments. UWASNs have numerous applications in
areas such as fisheries, resource exploration, mine reconnaissance, oil and
gas inspection, marine exploration and military surveillance. However,
these applications are limited by the capacity of networks to detect,
discover, transmit, and forward big data. In particular, transmitting and
receiving large volumes of data requires great lengths of time and
substantial power, and thus fails to meet the real-Time constraints. This
problem has motivated us to focus on developing an underwater
computer-embedded system capable of efficient big-data management.
Thus, we have developed methods to discover and extract valuable
information beneath the ocean using data-mining approaches. Previously,
we introduced real-Time underwater system architectures (RTUSAs) that
use a single computer. In this study, we extend our results and propose a
new RTUSA for large-scale networks. This novel RTUSA uses multicomputers and aims to enhance the reliability of our proposed system.
Determining the optimal location of computers with respect to their
membership of acoustic sensor nodes, so as to minimize delay time,
power consumption, and balance loads, are NP-hard problems. Therefore,
we propose a heuristic approach that enables optimization of computer
locations and their memberships of acoustic sensor nodes. We conduct
simulations to show the merits of our findings and measure the
performance of our proposed solution.
Earth's surface is covered with two-thirds of water. The marine world
covers the lakes, rivers and sea and is rich in natural resources largely
unexplored by human beings. Recently, underwater wireless sensor
network (UWSN) with the advancement in the Internet of underwater
smart things has emerged as promising networking techniques to explore
the mysteries of vastly unexplored ocean environments for several
underwater applications. These applications include offshore exploration,
pollution monitoring, disaster prevention, oceanographic data collection,
offshore oil fields monitoring, tactical surveillance applications and
several others. However, the underwater channel impairments caused by
multipath effects, fading, bit errors, variable and high latency and low
bandwidth severely limits the data transmission reliability for UWSNsbased applications. This results in poor quality-aware data gathering in
UWSNs. Therefore, designing a quality of service (QoS)-aware data
gathering protocol to monitor and explore oceans is challenging in the
underwater environments. In this paper, we propose a bio-inspired multiobjective evolutionary routing protocol (called MERP) for UWSNs-based
applications. The designed routing protocol exploits the features of the
natural evolution of the multi-objective genetic algorithm in order to
provide reliable and energy-aware information gathering in UWSNs. The
extensive simulation results show that the developed protocol attains its
defined goals compared to existing UWSNs-based routing protocols
during monitoring and exploring underwater environments.
Underwater acoustic sensor networks (UWASNs) have been presented as
an advanced technology for detection and extraction of data in marine
environments. UWASNs have many current real-time applications not
limited to: resource exploration, seismic monitoring, marine explorations,
oil and gas inspection, and military surveillance applications. However,
this advanced technology is constrained to data detection, transmission,
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and forwarding. In addition, transmitting and receiving large volumes of
data is requires an exhaustive amount of time and substantial power to
be executed, and still fails to meet real-time constraints. This has directed
our research focus to the development of a real-time underwater
computing system to meet the required real-time constraints. In our
research activities, we discover and extract valuable information from
beneath the ocean using data-mining approaches. Previously, we
introduced a set of real-time underwater system architectures (RTUSAs)
that can address various network configurations according to their
applications and data size We also presented architectures that use
efficient data-gathering and information-extraction approaches to meet
the required real-time constraints for underwater big-data applications. In
this study, we extend our results and develop multiple-gateway
placement topologies using geometric distribution characteristics to
satisfy real-time constraints. The system performance has minimal endto-end delay, and decreased power consumption. Finally, the simulation
results are verified to validate the performance of our system according
to multiple-gateway topologies.
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10 Video Synopsis
Video synopsis is an activity-based video condensation approach to achieve efficient video browsing
and retrieval for surveillance cameras. It is one of the most effective ways to reduce the inactive
density of input video in order to provide fast and easy retrieval of the parts of interest.

10.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:(("video synopsis"~2 OR "video condensation"~2 OR "video summarisation"~2 OR "webcam
synopsis" OR briefcam) AND surveillance)

Documents retrieved:105 // Activeness documents score: 23
Figure 22. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project in Underwater Sensor Networks
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10.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 23. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for Video synopsis

Figure 24. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for Video synopsis
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Table 29. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for Video synopsis

Table 30. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for Video synopsis

10.3 Topic Analysis
Table 31.Top active keywords for Video synopsis

Table 32. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance in Video Synopsis
Title

Description

Link

Year

Natural language
description of videos
for smart
surveillance

After the September 11 attacks, security and surveillance measures have
changed across the globe. Now, surveillance cameras are installed almost
everywhere to monitor video footage. Though quite handy, these cameras
produce videos in a massive size and volume. The major challenge faced by
security agencies is the effort of analyzing the surveillance video data
collected and generated daily. Problems related to these videos are twofold:
(1) understanding the contents of video streams, and (2) conversion of the
video contents to condensed formats, such as textual interpretations and
summaries, to save storage space. In this paper, we have proposed a video

http://doi.org/10.339
0/app11093730

2021

60

Preserving
interactions among
moving objects in
surveillance video
synopsis

Query-Based Video
Synopsis for
Intelligent Traffic
Monitoring
Applications

An improved
surveillance video
synopsis framework:
a HSATLBO
optimization
approach

description framework on a surveillance dataset. This framework is based on
the multitask learning of high-level features (HLFs) using a convolutional
neural network (CNN) and natural language generation (NLG) through
bidirectional recurrent networks. For each specific task, a parallel pipeline is
derived from the base visual geometry group (VGG)-16 model. Tasks include
scene recognition, action recognition, object recognition and human face
specific feature recognition. Experimental results on the TRECViD, UET Video
Surveillance (UETVS) and AGRIINTRUSION datasets depict that the model
outperforms state-of-the-art methods by a METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of
Translation with Explicit ORdering) score of 33.9%, 34.3%, and 31.2%,
respectively. Our results show that our framework has distinct advantages
over traditional rule-based models for the recognition and generation of
natural language descriptions.
Video synopsis is an effective solution for fast browsing and retrieval of long
surveillance videos. It aims to shorten long video sequences into its
equivalent compact video representation by rearranging the video events in
the temporal domain and/or spatial domain. Conventional video synopsis
methods focus on reducing the collisions between tubes and maintaining their
chronological order, which may alter the original interactions between tubes
due to improper tube rearrangement. In this paper, we present an approach to
preserve the relationships among tubes (tracks of moving objects) of the
original video in the synopsis video. First, a recursive tube-grouping algorithm
is proposed to determine the behavior interactions among tubes in a video
and group the related tubes together to form tube sets. Second, to preserve
the discovered relationships, a spatio-temporal cube voting algorithm is
proposed. This cube voting method optimally rearranges the tube sets in the
synopsis video, minimizing false collisions between tubes. Third, a method to
estimate the duration of the synopsis video is proposed based on an entropy
measure of tube collisions. The extensive experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed video synopsis framework condenses videos by preserving
the original tube interactions and reducing false tube collisions.
Synopsis of a long-duration video has many applications in intelligent
transportation systems. It can help to monitor traffic with lesser manpower.
However, generating meaningful synopsis of a long-duration video recording
can be challenging. Often summarized outputs include redundant contents or
activities that may not be helpful to the observer. Moving object trajectories
are possible sources of information that can be used to generate the synopsis
of long-duration videos. The synopsis generation faces challenges due to
object tracking, grouping of the trajectories with respect to activity type, object
category, and contextual information, and generating smooth synopsis
according to a query. In this paper, we propose a method to generate
meaningful and smooth synopsis of long-duration videos according to the
users' query. We have tracked moving objects and adopted deep learning to
classify the objects into known categories (e.g., car, bike, and pedestrians). We
then identify regions in the surveillance scene with the help of unsupervised
clustering. Each tube (spatiotemporal object trajectory) is represented by the
source and the destination. In the final stage, we take a query from the user
and generate the synopsis video by smoothly blending the appropriate tubes
over the background frame through energy minimization. The proposed
method has been evaluated on two publicly available datasets and our own
surveillance datasets. We have compared the method with popular state-ofthe-art techniques. The experiments reveal that the proposed method is
superior to the existing techniques and it produces visually seamless video
synopsis.
Video surveillance cameras capture huge amount of data 24 hours a day.
However, most of these videos contain redundant data which make the
process difficult for browsing and analysis. A significant amount of research
findings have been made in summarization of recorded video, but such
schemes do not have much impact on video surveillance applications. On the
contrary, video synopsis is a smart technology that preserves all the activities
of every single object and projects them concurrently in a condensed time. The
energy minimization module in video synopsis framework plays a vital role,
which in turn minimizes the activity loss, number of collision and temporal
consistency cost. In most of the reported schemes, Simulated Annealing (SA)
algorithm is employed to solve the energy minimization problem. However, it
suffers from slow convergence rate resulting in a high computational load to
the system. In order to mitigate this issue, this article presents an improved
energy minimization scheme using hybridization of SA and Teaching Learning
based Optimization (TLBO) algorithms. The suggested framework for static
surveillance video synopsis generation consists of four computational
modules, namely, Object detection and segmentation, Tube formation,
Optimization, and finally Stitching and the central focus is on the optimization
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Trajectory-Based
Surveillance
Analysis: A Survey

Rearranging Online
Tubes for Streaming
Video Synopsis: A
Dynamic Graph
Coloring Approach

Video Synopsis:
State-of-the-art and
Research Challenges

Multi-video object
synopsis integrating
optimal view
switching

module. Thus, the present work deals with an improved hybrid energy
minimization problem to achieve global optimal solution with reduced
computational time. The motivation behind hybridization (HSATLBO) is that
TLBO algorithm has the ability to search rigorously, ensuring to reach the
optimum solution with less computation. On the contrary, SA reaches the
global optimum solution, but it may get disarrayed and miss some critical
search points. Exhaustive experiments are carried out and results compared
with that of benchmark schemes in terms of minimizing the activity, collision
and temporal consistency costs. All the experiments are conducted on five
widely used videos taken from standard surveillance video data set (PETS
2001, MIT Surveillance Dataset, ChangeDetection.Net, PETS 2006 and UMN
Dataset) as well as one real generated surveillance video from the IIIT
Bhubaneswar Surveillance Dataset. To make a fair comparison, additionally,
performance of the proposed hybrid scheme to solve video synopsis
optimization problem is also compared with that of the other benchmark
functions. Experimental evaluation and analysis confirm that the proposed
scheme outperforms other state-of-the-art approaches. Finally, the suggested
scheme can be easily and reliably deployed in the off-line video synopsis
generation.
Due to the advancement of camera hardware and machine learning
techniques, video object tracking for surveillance has received noticeable
attention from the computer vision research community. Object tracking and
trajectory modeling have important applications in surveillance video
analysis. For example, trajectory clustering, summarization or synopsis
generation, and detection of anomalous or abnormal events in videos are
mainly being exploited by the research community. However, barring one
research work (which is almost a decade old), there is no recent review that
emphasizes the use of video object trajectories, particularly in the perspective
of visual surveillance. This paper presents a survey of trajectory-based
surveillance applications with a focus on clustering, anomaly detection,
summarization, and synopsis generation. The methods reviewed in this paper
broadly summarize the abovementioned applications. The main purpose of
this survey is to summarize the state-of-the-art video object trajectory
analysis techniques used in the indoor and outdoor surveillance.
To efficiently browse long surveillance videos, the video synopsis technique
is often used to rearrange tubes (i.e., tracks of moving objects) along the
temporal axis to form a much shorter video. In this process, two key issues
need to be addressed, i.e., the minimization of spatial tube collision and the
maximization of temporal video condensation. In addition, when a
surveillance video comes as a stream, an online algorithm with the
capability of dynamically rearranging tubes is also required. Toward this end,
this paper proposes a novel graph-based tube rearrangement approach for
online video synopsis. The relationships among tubes are modeled with a
dynamic graph, whose nodes (i.e., object masks of tubes) and edges (i.e.,
relationships) can be progressively inserted and updated. Based on this graph,
we propose a dynamic graph coloring algorithm to efficiently rearrange all
tubes by determining when they should appear. Extensive experimental results
show that our approach can condense online surveillance video streams in
real time with less tube collision and high compact ratio.
With an explosive growth in recorded videos, its retrieval and thorough
investigation pose a great challenge. An emerging smart solution, video
synopsis is thus developed to provide a compact representation of a
prolonged video. It enables users to reduce hours of video footage to its
equivalent short video in minutes or seconds without losing important
activities in the source video. In this paper, we present a comprehensive
review of the state-of-the-art as well as the challenging aspects of video
synopsis. This article efficiently categorizes and summarizes the evolving
trends in video synopsis and describe the prevailing general framework for
synopsis generation. To enrich our study, the commonly used qualitative
standards and key challenges in developing a synoptic video are also
discussed. Additionally, we report the event sequences for preserving the
chronological order of events in video and future directions of video synopsis.
Overall, this paper aims to serve as a reference for researchers with a
background of the methodologies, applications, challenges, and advances in
video synopsis.
In this paper, we propose to integrate multi-video object synopsis with the
display method of optimal multi-view switching. We group occurrences of the
same object in different cameras together and operate them in the same way,
based on which we propose a unified framework that optimizes object-based
synopsis variables and multi-view switching variables simultaneously. The
unified formulation encodes activity, occlusion, chronological order, and view
switching costs. We develop an alternative optimization scheme composed of
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graph cuts and dynamic programming to minimize the combined costs
efficiently. This integrated framework provides a more user convenient
browsing approach for object-based synopsis results, and allows to further
reduce occlusion artifacts between synopsized objects. Experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness and user convenience of our multi-video
synopsis method.
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11 Parafoil UAV
Powered Parafoil UAV (PPUAV) is a special kind of unmanned aerial vehicle consisting of parafoil
canopy, payload and suspension lines that has the advantages of simple structure, low cost and
high load weigh ratio, which is suitable for large-area and long-time surveillance and airdrop
missions.

11.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:(((parafoil OR "para foil") AND "Unmanned Aerial Vehicle") OR "parafoil UAV")
Documents retrieved:35 // Activeness score: 37

Figure 25. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for PPUAV
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11.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 26. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for PPUAV

Figure 27. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for PPUAV
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Table 33. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for PPUAV

Table 34. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for PPUAV
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11.3 Topic Analysis
Table 35. Top active keywords for PPUAV

No recent documents are mentioning border management or surveillance.
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12 Algorithmic surveillance
Algorithmic surveillance is surveillance that is performed by technology with the use of algorithms.
These algorithms are then used to make clarifications and educated guesses on the data. It is a
form of automated decision-making.

12.1 Dataset definition
Search:
topic:("algorithmic surveillance"~2) NOT emm_exclass_SUBJABBR:MEDI

Documents retrieved:502 // Activeness score: 17

Figure 28. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for Algorithmic surveillance
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12.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 29. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for Algorithmic
surveillance

Figure 30. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for Algorithmic surveillance
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Table 36. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for Algorithmic surveillance

Table 37. Top patent applicants (in number of patent families) for Algorithmic surveillance
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12.3 Topic Analysis
Table 38. Top active keywords for Algorithmic surveillance

Table 39. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for Algorithmic surveillance
Title

Description

Link

Year

Smart video
surveillance system
based on edge
computing

New processing methods based on artificial intelligence (AI) and deep
learning are replacing traditional computer vision algorithms. The more
advanced systems can process huge amounts of data in large computing
facilities. In contrast, this paper presents a smart video surveillance
system executing AI algorithms in low power consumption embedded
devices. The computer vision algorithm, typical for surveillance
applications, aims to detect, count and track people’s movements in the
area. This application requires a distributed smart camera system. The
proposed AI application allows detecting people in the surveillance area
using a MobileNet-SSD architecture. In addition, using a robust Kalman filter
bank, the algorithm can keep track of people in the video also providing
people counting information. The detection results are excellent considering
the constraints imposed on the process. The selected architecture for the
edge node is based on a UpSquared2 device that includes a vision processor
unit (VPU) capable of accelerating the AI CNN inference. The results section
provides information about the image processing time when multiple video
cameras are connected to the same edge node, people detection precision
and recall curves, and the energy consumption of the system. The
discussion of results shows the usefulness of deploying this smart camera
node throughout a distributed surveillance system.
Computer-Vision [CV] applications like surveillance, autonomous vehicle
navigation involves object detection and tracking using multiple features[1]–
[4]. Video surveillance technology can be effectively implemented in a
real-time application like public security, logistics management, and others,
which involves continuous monitoring of the environment. In a video
sequence, moving object detection from a video is the primary step which
helps in object tracking and behavior understanding. Video surveillance in
a dynamic scene with objects like vehicles and humans is a challenging task

http://doi.org/10.3390/
s21092958
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A comprehensive
survey on computervision object
detection,
segmentation,
tracking, and feature
extraction

71

2019

CROMO: Enhancing
Crowd Mobility
Characterization
through Real-Time
Radio Frequency Data
Analytics

Person Authentication
Using Head Images

Background modeling
and referencing for
moving camerascaptured
surveillance video
coding in HEVC

in the CV. Moving object detection involves designing efficient video
surveillance algorithms for complex environments like the variation in
illumination, brightness and environmental effects. Capturing and studying
the moving object segmentation is an important task in vision-based object
movements. Monitoring human behavior is an important task in a security
surveillance system, hence it has become an active research area due to
the need for such systems in civic areas. Object tracking based algorithms
such as point tracking, Kernel tracking, and Silhouette tracking detect
immobile background objects when the camera is fixed and the change in
illumination condition is sluggish, and they separate foreground objects
from the present frame. Static background surveillance systems are
monitored by individuals, viewing several screen display through various
camera feeds. Dynamic background detection is very difficult. Manual
detection of the dynamic scene is very less effective. Hence leads to
automating the entire process. Processing of a large amount of data in a
video sequence which makes manual initialization cost-prohibitive. Research
in CV has addressed semi-automatic and automatic methods to automate
the contents of video data, to aid human operators. Advances in
computation and communication techniques have increased the research
interest in automating video content analysis. Research interest in Object
detection, segmentation, tracking, and feature extraction areas have grown
vastly over the years and hence this paper presents a summary of these
fields. It analyses the literature according to various CV disciplines, the
successes demonstrated, and the applicability of the research to real-world
problems.
Human casualties at entertaining, religious, or political events often occur
due to lack of proper crowd management. Notably, for the crowd in mobile,
a minor accident can create a panic for the people to start stampeding and
trampling others. Although many smart video surveillance technologies
are recently proposed, it is still very challenging problems to predict a crash
in real-Time among the mobile crowd for preventing any potential
disaster.In this paper, we propose CROMO that enhances crowd mobility
characterization through real-Time Radio Frequency (RF) data analytics.
Inspired by the recent advanced artificial intelligence (AI) technology and
machine learning (ML) algorithms, traditional video surveillance
technologies make object detection and identification possible in real-Time.
However, their scalability and capacity lack in a crowded mobile
environment. CROMO propose to fill the gap via RF signal analytics. Among
the many crowd mobility characteristics, we tackle object group
identification, the speed, and direction detection for the mobile group. We
also apply them to group semantics to track the crowd status and predict
any potential accidents and disasters. Taking advantage of powerefficiency, cost-effectiveness, and ubiquitous availability, we specifically
analyze a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) signal. We have tested CROMO in
both a practical crowd event and the controlled indoor and outdoor lab
environments. The results show that CROMO can detect the direction, the
speed, and the density of the mobile crowd in real-Time. Therefore, it can
help the crowd management in avoiding disasters possibilities at crowd
events.
In many surveillance applications, the cameras are placed at overhead
heights for human identification. In such real-world scenarios, the person of
interest might be walking away from the camera and the only information
available is 'image of the person's head'. In this research, we investigate the
usage of head images for person recognition and propose it as a softbiometric modality. With its viability for human recognition, application of
head images can also be extended with other face recognition algorithms
for surveillance. We propose a head image database pertaining to 103
subjects with more than 600 images. In addition to the database, we
propose a framework for head image-based person verification. As a preprocessing stage, the framework includes evaluation of two segmentation
algorithms. We also perform benchmarking evaluations of various texture,
key-point, and learning-based representation algorithms and establish the
baseline results. The experiments suggest that head images can be
effectively used to ascertain human identity and the availability of this
database could pave further research in this field.
Surveillance video coding is crucial for improving compression efficiency in
intelligent video surveillance systems and applications. Plenty of work has
been done, which can be roughly divided into two categories: The former
mainly focuses on low-complexity background modeling to obtain the clear
background, while the latter focuses on an appropriate coding strategy to
generate the high-quality background reference picture for effective
background prediction. However, almost all existing works focus only on
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The design of a
multi-object tracking

stationary camera scenes, while moving cameras-captured surveillance
video coding is left untouched and is still an open problem. In this paper, a
background modeling and referencing scheme for moving camerascaptured surveillance video coding in high-efficiency video coding (HEVC)
is proposed. First, this paper proposes a low-complexity motion background
modeling algorithm for surveillance video coding using the running
average based on a global-motion-compensation method. To obtain the
global motion vector, we propose a global motion detection method based
on character blocks by establishing a low-rank singular value decomposition
model for clustering and estimating motion vectors of background character
blocks in the cameras movement circumstance. Second, we propose a
background referencing coding strategy, in which the motion background
coding tree units (MBCTUs) would be selected by anchoring the input video
frame on the modeling background frame and coded with the optimized
quantization parameter. Then, the reconstructed MBCTU will be used to
update the previous coding tree unit in the global compensation location of
the background reference picture. Extensive experimental results show that
the proposed scheme can achieve significant bit savings of up to 26.6%
and, on average, 6.7% with similar subjective quality and negligible
encoding complexity, compared to HM12.0. Besides, the proposed scheme
consistently outperforms two state-of-the-art surveillance video coding
schemes with remarkable bitrate savings.
At the research for moving target detection at maritime surveilance with a
fixed camera stationed at the shore, Background Subtraction is the best
method that can be used for sea which is a dynamic environment due to
factors such as wave, wave foam, rudder water, weather condition, sunlight
reflected on the sea, When the methods that give the best results by using
background subtraction are examined, it is seen that the ViBE algorithm
made for motion detection is suitable. However, it has been observed that
sometimes there are erroneous evaluations in the foreground and
background classification when we run the ViBE algorithm on marine
surveillance, there may be noise in the image, and the target may have a
foreground which includes a small part of the target but not the whole. In
order to overcome these situations, some improvements have been made
on the algorithm and appropriate results have been obtained.
The paper presents a vessel target detection algorithm to achieve the
maritime visual surveillance, which aims to reduce the influence of clutter
that exists in the background and improve the reliability of ship target
detection. In the proposed detector, the main steps including background
modeling, model training and updating and the segmentation of foreground,
are all based on Guassian Mixture Model (GMM). By exploiting the
characteristics of GMM, we simply determine whether new pixels, in the
video, belong to the foreground. Having modeled surveillance region, we
roll out the moving ship detection using background subtraction, segmenting
the ship target by the continuity of the adjacent frames. The target
precision rate of the algorithm is 97.29% and the false alarm probability is
22.83% in the experiments. Comparing with other algorithms, the results
show that this algorithm can not only improve target precision rate, but also
reduce false alarm probability, and greatly overcome the influence of large
amount of clutter on the detection of moving ship objects in video
background, effectively restraining the influence of the noise from the
dynamic scenario transformation.
To improve the generalization ability of maritime surveillance radars in
complicatedly interferential environment, a dynamic ensemble selection
algorithm based on k-medoids clustering and random reference classifier
(KMRRC) is proposed. Firstly, a pool of base classifiers are generated
through Bagging technique. Secondly, k-medoids clustering is used to
divided all the base classifiers into several clusters based on pairwise
diversity metric. Then, the RRC model for each base classifier is constructed
on the basis of validation dataset. Finally, the RRC model is employed to
select some of the most competent classifiers from each cluster for
ensemble and decision making. The parameters of KMRRC are determined
by optimization experiment based on the self-built high resolution range
profile (HRRP) dataset, and the performance of KMRRC is compared with
nine ensemble methods and the base classification algorithm using the
HRRP dataset and other seventeen UCI datasets in Java environment with a
Weka stand-alone library. Besides, the influence of the diversity measures
on the performance of KMRRC is further studied. The feasibility of KMMRRC
in the field of target recognition for maritime surveillance radars is
verified by experiments.
Background/Objectives: This study was aimed at proposing a multi-object
tracking algorithm to facilitate the building of an on-site system that can
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perform image analysis. Methods/Statistical analysis: Surveillance camera
system requires various levels of capability and performance of cameras
depending on applied situations and purposes. In order to track objects,
high-resolution cameras are required and for night surveillance, infrared
and low-light cameras. However, in addition to the hardware performance
of cameras, algorithms that can accurately track objects are needed.
Findings: The crux of image processing systems is accuracy, because
systems that frequently set off alarms in no emergency situations cannot
be trusted. In order to solve this problem, it is imperative to accurately
detect objects, which greatly affects the accuracy of the entire system.
Improvements/Applications: Real-time object recognition and tracking have
become more important as computer vision application industry develops.
Image tracking involves the extraction of motion information from
consecutive images and the use of such motion information by a moving
object recognition system. It is widely used in disaster prevention for
national public facilities, quality inspection, danger detection and alarms,
unmanned surveillance and security maintenance.
Large scale wireless sensor networks require intelligent and reliable
distributed information processing mechanisms which can effectively
delegate decision at the field level. Consensus algorithms have been
extensively studied and deployed in many generic multiagent systems
framework and are able to provide localized agreement among sensing
entities. The paper discusses the evaluation of a local consensus algorithm
for a border surveillance system, focused on detection of military terrain
vehicles, starting from a system architecture for large scale monitoring
systems previously proposed. Simulation scenario of a ground local WSN
was developed using real data as reference for initial states of the sensor
nodes. Performance indicators such as speed of convergence and accuracy
of consensus were discussed.
Smart/Intelligent video surveillance technology plays the central role in the
emerging smart city systems. Most intelligent visual algorithms require
large-scale image/video datasets to train classifiers or acquire
discriminative features using machine learning. However, most existing
datasets are collected from non-surveillance conditions, which have
significant differences as compared to the practical surveillance data. As a
consequence, many existing intelligent visual algorithms trained on
traditional datasets perform not so well in the real world surveillance
applications. We believe the lack of high quality surveillance datasets has
greatly limited the application of the computer vision algorithms in practical
surveillance scenarios. To solve this problem, one large-scale and
comprehensive surveillance image and video database and test platform,
called Benchmark and Evaluation of Surveillance Task (abbreviated as
BEST), is developed in this work. The original images and videos in BEST
were all collected from on-using surveillance cameras, and have been
carefully selected to cover a wide and balanced range of outdoor
surveillance scenarios. Compared with the existing surveillance/nonsurveillance datasets, the proposed BEST dataset provides a realistic,
extensive and diversified testbed for a more comprehensive performance
evaluation. Our experimental results show that, performance of seven
pedestrian detection algorithms on BEST is worse than that on the existing
datasets. This highlights the difference between non-surveillance data and
real surveillance data, which is the major cause of the performance
decreases. The dataset is open to the public and can be downloaded at:
http://ivlab.sjtu.edu.cn/best/Data/List/Datasets.
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13 Micro drone surveillance
Drones are capable of highly advanced surveillance tasks and can carry various types of equipment
including live-feed video cameras, infrared cameras, heat sensors, and radar. Nano or micro drones
aim to reduce the weight, sizes, and costs associated with drone technology.

13.1 Dataset definition
topic:(("mini drone" OR "minidrone" OR "micro drone" OR microdrone OR "micro-drones" OR "mini
UAV" OR "micro UAV" OR "nano air vehicle") AND surveillance)
Documents retrieved:98 // Activeness score: 13

Figure 31. Distribution of the retrieved documents in Scientific publications (Articles, Book Chapter, Review and
Conference Proceeding), Patents or EU Framework programme project for Micro drone surveillance
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13.2 Organisations active in the field
Figure 32. Network graph of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants for Micro drone
surveillance

Figure 33. Country distribution of the organisations publishing, patenting or beneficiaries of EU grants (in number of
documents) for Micro drone surveillance
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Table 40. Top EU publishing organisations (in number of scientific publications) for Micro drone surveillance
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13.3 Topic Analysis
Table 41.Top active keywords for Micro drone surveillance

Table 42. Most recent articles mentioning border or surveillance for Micro drone surveillance
Title

Description

Link

Year

Mini-drones
swarms and their
potential in conflict
situations

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) commonly known as drones are currently
used in a wide range of operations such as border monitoring, aerial
reconnaissance, traffic control and military interventions in armed conflicts. These
aerial vehicles are expected to be reliable, automated and sometimes autonomous
machines, albeit the human factor continues to play a crucial role in programming
and control. At their genesis, drones were complex, large and reserved to an
exclusive club of technologically advanced military powers. They tended to be used
against technologically weak military targets. Developments in the price, size and
sophistication of drones has now enabled almost anyone to purchase them. These
contemporary machines are often small, and, with increasing usage of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has put them in the cost and usage range of almost any
combatant. Therefore, there is a need to re-think strategies and tactics for their
use. These 'mini-drones' rarely have the sophistication and capabilities of
'conventional' drones, but they do have the ability to provide an asset in large
numbers and increasing capabilities. Although they might not have such attributes
as the lifting capabilities of the larger models, they can be used economically and
en masse and so have can have a different but equally effective outcomes. This
paper examines the swarming and associated abilities to overwhelm a combatant
as well as bring extra functionality by means of extra sensors spread throughout
the swarm. Thus, sophisticated AI provides a swarm with various types of
functionality to the drones: for instance, dummy/distraction drones, kinetic and
non-kinetic attack drones, surveillance drones as well as drones that can be
equipped with wireless access points and deployed to configure an ad-hoc flying
network. This paper also examines UAV/drone categories and autonomy and also
how autonomy and Swarm intelligence (SI) can be used to create efficiency for a
variety of operation concepts.
Small quadrotor UAVs are projected to fly increasingly in urban environments for a
wide variety of applications such as disaster response, police surveillance, civil
infrastructure inspection, and air quality measurement. Micro UAVs can detect and
avoid obstacles using onboard cameras; nevertheless, disturbances such as wind
gusts, operator error, or failure of onboard vision can still result in dangerous
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Recovery Control
for Quadrotor UAV
Colliding with a
Pole

78

Cloud Computed
Machine Learning
Based Real-Time
Litter Detection
using Micro-UAV
Surveillance

Automatically
detecting changes
and anomalies in
unmanned aerial
vehicle images

collisions with objects. In the urban setting, the most predominant obstacles are
walls and poles. With the aim of developing collision recovery control solutions for
quadrotor UAVs, this paper investigates the collision dynamics between a
propeller-protected quadrotor UAV and a vertical pole. Simulations provide insight
into a quadrotor's post-collision dynamics and experimental trials demonstrate the
feasibility of autonomously recovering to stable flight using only inertial onboard
sensing in real-time.
Litter can remain undetected and uncollected for extended periods of time, leading
to detrimental consequences on the environment. Solutions to mitigating these
effects focus on severe legal action directed towards offenders or litter collection
events, all of which are not automated. Therefore, to reduce the amount of
manual labor required for current solutions, this project aims to implement an
automated micro-unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) capable of real time litter
detection from UAV surveillance footage. Performances of five different
algorithms (two classifiers and three detectors) were compared after training
them on various public images of litter on the Google Cloud Platform to determine
the strongest models to utilize in the ensemble method. Out of the two ensemble
models tested, one being a custom-built ensemble and the other being a bootstrap
aggregating (bagging) ensemble, performance of the bagging ensemble
demonstrates a significant improvement in performance over any individual
model.
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in civil aviation is growing up quickly,
enabling new scenarios, especially in environmental monitoring and public
surveillance services. So far, Earth observation has been carried out only through
satellite images, which are limited in resolution and suffer from important barriers
such as cloud occlusion. Microdrone solutions, providing video streaming
capabilities, are already available on the marketplace, but they are limited to
altitudes of a few hundred feet. In contrast, UAVs equipped with high quality
cameras can fly at altitudes of a few thousand feet and can fill the gap between
satellite observations and ground sensors. Therefore, new needs for data
processing arise, spanning from computer vision algorithms to sensor and mission
management. This paper presents a solution for automatically detecting changes
in images acquired at different times by patrolling UAVs flying over the same
targets (but not necessarily along the same path or at the same altitude). Change
detection in multi-Temporal images is a prerequisite for land cover inspection,
which, in turn, sets up the basis for detecting potentially dangerous or threatening
situations.
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14 Methodology
14.1 Building datasets
A dictionary of multi-word concepts is generated from a corpus of documents using text mining
techniques. To capture the recent vocabulary used in scientific publications, documents from recent
years (2016-2020) of the Scopus 6 database are used as corpus (~2.5 million scientific
publications). Single words, multi-word terms and acronyms are extracted from the title, abstract or
author keywords of the publications. A modified TF*IDF( 7) method is then used to select the most
relevant keywords, and stemming is applied to group words with similar basic meaning. The
resulting dictionary is composed of more than four million relevant concepts.
Each semantic concept is used in an automated query process that builds an equivalent number of
datasets on both scopus and patstat. These contain the documents retrieved by the search from
scientific publications or patent applications dating from 1996 to 2021( 8).

14.2 Detection of raw weak signals
A custom-built indicator called "activeness" is used to sort the datasets obtained by the text mining
process. This indicator is defined as the ratio between the number of documents retrieved for a
certain period and the total number of documents retrieved for the period 1996-2021. For example,
activeness[2019-2021] corresponds to the ratio [#documents published during the period 20192021] / [#documents published during the period 1996-2021]. A high activeness score means that a
high percentage of documents have been published during the selected period.
A raw list of weak signals is generated by selecting the datasets with the highest activeness scores.
Figure 34.Typical shape of a weak signal on a graph #documents (Y-axis) Vs years (X-axis)

(6) What is Scopus: https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scopus
(7)) Term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is a numerical statistic method that calculates how important a word is to a
document in a collection or in a corpus.
(8) Detecting weak signals implies looking into the past to verify novelty.
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14.3 Selection of relevant weak signals
Various filters are used to refine the list of raw weak signals, which inevitably also contains false
positives. First, a simple filter is applied to reject datasets that do not reach a certain minimum
number of documents. At this stage, also a filter relevant to the topic is applied. In this case, we
filter for clusters that contain at least 25% of the documents with the word border or surveillance.
Then, a more elaborate filter relying on "semantic compactness"( 9) is used to reject weak signals
containing documents that are not similar from a semantic perspective. Weak signals pertaining to
different conceptual areas but with one or two semantic concepts in common are not considered
(e.g. documents related to a conference where the only common term between the documents is
the name of said conference).
Manual filtering is also used to reject datasets resulting from errors in the original corpus (e.g.
spelling mistakes).
Finally, the list was prioritised according to which weak signals were more interesting for Frontex.
To complete the selection, the remaining weak signals are reconstructed in the TIM Technology
system, which, in addition to scientific publications, also contains patents and EU R&D grants. The
search queries are then optimised to increase the recall of documents and to further validate the
list of weak signals.
To retrieve the documents associated with the technology that has been identified as a weak signal,
we use the search queries from Table 1 that will search scientific publications, patents and EU
framework programme
In this study the selected technologies did not necessarily fit the strict definition of a weak signal.
The activeness scores for some of the selected technologies are, after the re-definition, pretty low.
The reason is that, in this specific domain, we are also analysing secondary use of technologies; in
the sense of technologies that might already exist but are not yet used or their use is emerging in
the field of border management.

(9)

The semantic compactness indicator allows evaluating the semantic proximity of a collection of documents. It relies on the cosine
similarity matrix, calculated for the collection of documents. To build the matrix, a vector of relevant semantic concepts is built for
each document; these vectors are then used to calculate the cosine similarity of each document to the others. The indicator then
displays the compactness of the set of documents from a semantic perspective.
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List of abbreviations and definitions
HAPS

High Altitude Pseudo Satellite

IoT

Internet of Things

GNSS

Global Navigation Satellite System

GNSS-R Global Navigation Satellite System -based radar or GNSS-based radar
PPUAV

Powered Parafoil Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

TWS

Track While Scan

UAV

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle

UWSN

UnderWater Sensor Network
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